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The effits of a iighter noacondensable gas on laminat film condensation from moving
vapor-gas mixtures was investigated Condensation occomd on the top of an isothemial
flat plate with an arbitrary inclination. The ii@d fiim and the mixture boundiuy layen
were described with the conservation equations for msss, momcnturn, energy, and gas
species (for the mixture boundary layer ody). A finite volume mthod was applied on a
staggered grid in the nwnericai solution domain. The proprrties for both li@d and
mixture were evaluated at the local temperature.

The solution procedure was terminateci

either when the separation criteria were met or when the flow reached the transition to
turbulence. The main objectives of the study were to investigate the mixtwe boundary

layer separation distance and the reduction in heat transfer to the w d due to the presence
of a lighter noncondensable gas.

Three vapor-gas combinations were studied: steam-hyhgen, Freon 12-air, and metcuryair. Applyiag two simple coilapshg procedures, a set of grapbs is presented for each

vapor-gas combination which can be used to estimate the separation length for a given set
of input parameters. It was found that the reduction of gas concentration toward zen,

caused au increase in the separation distance for stem-hydrogen and Freonl2-air but a
decrease in the mercuyy-air case. The reduction m the separatioa distance for niercury-air
mixhue at low values of the gas concentration was found to be caused by a relatively large

magnitude of an inertia terni in the mixture momenhim q a t i o n . For bigher values of the
gas concentration, the magnitude of the inertia terms becorne

d cumpareû to the

buoyant force term. Therefore, for high gas concentration, the separatiou location

increases for ail three vapot-gas combinations, because in that ngion the dominant
buoyant force dccrrases.

For each mixture and for a givw free stream temperature, the variation of Nusselt number

(nomiaüzed by the square mot of the locd Reynolds number) almg the plate is ais0
presented for Metent values of gas concentration and w d temperature. For higher gas
coacentration the effect of the buoyant force on the Nusselt number is manifiesteci in a

maximum value of the Nusselt number, after which the magnitude of the Nusseit aumber
decnases. A cornparison of the effkct of a lighter and heavier gas on the rate of heat
transfer was ptesented for stearn-air and steam-hydrogen mixtures for both horizontal and
vertical plates. A calculation showed that m both cases the inhtiitiug effects of hydrogen
are mon pmnounced compareci to air.

The effed of the buoyant force also becoms

evident in the vicinîty of the separation point, where the rate of heat transfer for steam-

hydrogen àecreased farter than that for steam-air.

The author expresses his gratitude to Dr. S.J. Ormiston and Dr.HM.Soliman for their
invaluable help duriag the work on this thesis. nie naaacisl support in the fom of a
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The work presented m this thesis is a numerical study of laminai fihn condensation of a

vapor in the prwence of a noncondensable gas. The phenornenon of condensation was
investigated by many authors because of its importance in industry. Typical industrial
applications of condensation can be found m power plants (fmsil and nuclear), the
refngeration industry, the aerospace industry. and so on. The most notable application is

in the nuclear industry where. in the case of an accident, the reactor pressure cm be
nduad by means of condensation. However, if a noncondcnsabk gas is mixed with

vapor, it reduces the rate of condensation and consequently the rate of heat narisfer, which
are undesirable effects.

Also, during the condensation p n ~ e s sin other industriai

applications. mixtures of vapor and gases are more ofkm enwuntered than a pure vapor.

Since the presence of gases in vapor affects the condensation process, numerous

malytïcal. experimental and numerical studies have been conducted in order to investigate

all effects related to this pmblem. A nview of the previous work s h o w d that a
considerable effort was on the topics of pure vapor condensation and on condensation of
vapor in the presence of a heavîer noncondensable gas. Condensation in the pmnce of
lighter gases, however. did not receive as mucb attention as condensation in the presence

of heavier gascs. Indeed. very few publications were found in which condensation of a
vapor-lighter gas mixture was considered. One possible reason for such a shortage of

analysis lies in the complexity of the process, which complicates the solution procedure.

The comp1exity of the physicai processes is reflected in the presence of the unfavorable
buoyant force which acts against the flow direction and offen causes the mixhirr bounàary

layer to separate. A comprehemive analysis of this wmplex probiem therefore rcqnins a
comprehensive mathematicai model, which can only be solved numeridy.

Because (a) the condensation of a vapor-lighter gas muaM is importaat in industry, (b)
understanding of the fiindamental physid phenomena is also important, and (c) there is

not much previous work related to this problem, this thesis was focused on the effeas of a
lighter gas on the larninar 6lm mixed convection condensation. The solution procedure

was entirely based on a numerical approach, and the redis are preseated in graphical
form. In the analysis, an emphasis was put on two segments: the mixture boundary layer

separation and the reduction in heat trausfer to the wail due to the presence of gases. The
former phenornenon is important because the entire model is valid only up to the
s e p d o n location, while the latter phenornenon is important because of its application to
the design of condensation systems.

Results were obtained for thnc vapot-gas

combinations: stearn-hydrogen, Freonl2-air and mercury-air. These h e e vapor-gas
combinaiions were chosen to obtain three different ratios of molecular weights. Using the
results obtaiaed for aii t

h mixtures it was possible to estimate the separation location

for a specined range of input parameters. Also, the nsults show the change of heat

transfer to the w d and cornparison of heavierliighter gas effects on the rate of heat
trander during condensation.

Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Arnong the numemus publications relateci to laminar fihn condensation, the focus of this

review is on condensation of mMag p u e vapors and c o n d e d o n of moving vapor-gas

mixtures. Recognizing the specinc features of condensation of a vapor mUod with a
üghter gas, describeci in the

INTRODUCTION, the nview also includes some

publications reiated to the anaiytical meth& for the prediction of bomâary layer
separation.

Review of the condensation of a moving pure vapor is included because it c m be
consided as a 1imiti.g case of the condensation of a vapor with a very smaü gas
concentration. In addition. condensation of pure vapors gives the higbest rate of heat

transfer to the waü, which is useâ for cornparison with the heat transfer rate obtained
during the condensation of the vapor-gas

mixture.

In the part of the review that covers

condensation of moving vapoc-gas mixtures, more publications wül be related to mixtures
of a vapor and a heavier gas because very Little of the previous work has focused on the
condensation of a vapor-lighter gas mixture. The 1st part of the literature review is
related to the topic of boundary layer separation because of some similarities between

laminar nhn condensation of a vapor-lighter gas mixture and the flow stagnation over a
moving plate with suction. None of the presented segments of üterature can entinly cover
aU the feanins of the problem of condensation of vapor with a üghter gas. Furthermore.

the review of the analytical methods for boufldary layer separation is addcd aithough the
approach in the present work is entirely numerical. The nason for such a compilation of
literature ües in the fact that aii d e s c r i i phenornena are relateci to some aspects of vapor

condensation in the presence of a light gas and it heips to better understand the nature of
the pmblem considend in this work.

2.1

Condensation of Moving Piire Vapots

A comprehensive review of the literature in this area wes given by Rose (1988). The
starting point for aU research in the condensation of moving pwe vapors was the classical
Nusalt (1916) work, with emphasis on the interfitcial shear force at the vapor-liquid
interface. In the derivation of simplifieci formulae for interf'acid shear stress and heat
transfer rate, authors fiequentiy used assuzlptioas such as neglecring effects of inertia and
convection in the condensate nIm, and in some cases neglecting the liquid 6lm surface

velocity.

Rohsenow et al. (1956) assumed constant iiquid pmperties and a linear temperature
distribution across the t
h
.They ais0 neglected the inertia tenns in the liquid momabim

equation. Fmm a simple force balance on a liquid slice across the flow and energy baiance
at the interface, a correlation between shear stress at the interface and 6I.mtbichess was
obtaiaed. An expression for the mean heat transfer coefficient aloog the plate was also
developtxi. In the same work, the analysis was extended to turbulent flow and an

expression for the film Reynolds number was derived to define the transition nom lamimu

to turbulent flow,

The apptoach by Cess (1960) considered both momentum balenas in the liquid and vapor
as weii as coatinuity of the interface velacity, with shear stress and mass flow at the

interface as the boundary conditions. He solved the foLced-convection condensation
pmb1em on a horizontal plate using a sunilarity traasformation and a series solution

method. Negiecting higher order terms he implicitiy negiected acceleration effects and
thermal convection wiihin the liquid fiùn. His work resulted in a relationship that gives the
value of interfacial shear stress for two cases:

the zero condensation rate iimit,

*

-+ 0 , and the infinite condensation rate Wt,

+ m.

Later works showed

Pr,

R L

that the actuai shear sws at the interface is larger than the shear stress predicted by Cess.

The heat tramfer nsults were presented as a curve of Nrc, Ite,-li2 vs.

3.
Since the
R

properties in the mode1 were assumed to be constant, the d t s suggest that Nu, ~e,-"'
is constant dong the plate.

expressions for Nux~e;"'

For both limiting cases mentioued eatlier, closed f m

were given.

Analysis of lamina fïim condensation on a horizontal plate was also done by Koh (1962).
He used the same set of govemhg equations as Cess did, üansfowed them into a set of
ordinary differential equations wbich he solved numeticdy. Unlike Cess, he did not

neglect liquid fïIm surface velocity. ResuIts showed that Nu, ~e;''~ depends on R ond
for smaU values of RLand that energy trandecred by convection in the üquid nIm is
R L

negiigibly d.Also, the presentation of m l t s in this form suggests, like m Cess's

paper, that Nu, lte,-li2 is constant a h g the plate. For higher values of Prandtl nimber
( R L > l O ) it was found that energy traasferred by convection in the iiquid film is of

signifiant importaace and that the c w e of Nu, ~ e , - " ~has a mnimnnn value when
plotted against k .A cornparison of resuits with those obtained by Ces shows good
R L

agreement for small values of Pr,, but for bigher values of R; there is some dimpancy,

which coafimLs the importance of the energy convection in the liquid film for this case.

SheMadze and Gomelauri (1966) neglected inertia and convection effeds in the liquid
film in their pnalysis of the flow dong vertical and horizontal plates. They inaoduced an

additional simplification using

7, = ' ( u ,

- y) as the approximation for shear stress at

the interface. The heat transfer coefficient for horizontal plates was given as a fiuiction of

Ja, and
RL

(or
AT x

PLhnUœkL

fm the average hait transfer coefficient). In order to

M L

include effects of inertia forces in the liquid nIm. a correction factor for the heat triansfer
coefficient was intmiuced. This factor shows that the effect of the inertia forces is

negligiile for non-wtallic liquids (%0.1).

Similar nlationships for the local and

PrL

average heat coefficients were developed for vertical plates.

The results obtained for

horizontal plates approached the results obtained by Cess,for the case -J%a l ,

4

which

justifies neglecting üqyid d a c e velocity.

Demy and Mius (1969) used a aumerical appmach to solve the 6nae ciifference

formulaton of the conservation equations for the bountiiuy Iayer flow. For shear stress at
the interface they used

an asymptotic solution of the vapor bomdary layer, which States

that "the local shear stress is identicaüy equal to the momentum given up by the

wndensing vapor:' In the paper they hvestigated effccts of Worceù vapor flow, variable
waii temperature and variable fluid properties". Ten fluids were used m the investigation.
Resuits include graphical cornparisons of the heat transfer coefficient for three substances
that undergo a flow with the same characteristics. Also, an anaiytidy derived expression

for the heat traasfer coefficient on a non-isothermai wdi was compared to that obtained

fiom the numerical solution. The purpose of the cornparison was to investigate the
influence of the reference temperature useci in the simplified analysis. The ceference
temperature was detined using a weighting parameter, T, = ,
T

+ a(T, - Td), and

cornparison of results was giwn for two values of a : 0.4 and 0.345. The relative enor
obtained in the cornparison is in the range -3% to 2% and &pends on the value of

A solution that included both the vapor and liquid boundary layers was given by Fujü and

Uehara (1972). Their analysis followed Jacobs (1966) with a correction for the velocity at

the fke saeam. The mode1 ensureci the same velocity for the two boundary layers at the

interface. as weiI as continuity of the shear stress at the interface. Assuming a prirabotic

velocity profile m the vapor, they used an integral methoà to calculate the liquid fjIm

thickaess and surfixe velocity.

Along with the numerical d t s , they gave an

approximate expression for the mean Nusselr numkr Nu, as a fimction of R,Re,,TL3g and
"L

-.

GeneraUy, it was found ihat the appmximate expression for the mcan Nusselt

R L

number was in good agreement with the experimentai data reported by several authors,
except for the cases where Nu, > 2 x 10'.

Rose (1989) proposed a new approximate formula for the parameter Nu, ~e,-'"
applicable to condensation over horizontal plates. The independent parameters included m

Ja,
the andysis are: -and
R L

R. The formula for zen, condensation rate (-Rl"~-+ 0)
R L

approaches the formula obtained by Cess (1960), wMe for very high conâensation rate

-

(3
4
), it approaches the results obtained by Shekriladze and Gomdauri (1966).
R L

Cornparison with the solution of Koh (1962) showed good agreement for lower values of

Randtl number.

S p w et al. (1%7) solved a foiced-convection condensation pmblem on a horizontal

plate usmg both analyticai and nwaericai approaches. In their work. the inertia foires m

the Iiquid nIm were negiected and the temperature p n l e across the film was assumed to
be bmr. They neglected the energy equation for the mOrnire, assuming that the amount
of energy transferred by convection and conâuction at the interface is very small cornpared
to that released as latent heat.

Comuiuity of the shear smss was enforced at the interfixe,

and the streamwise velocity at the intedace was assumed to be zero because q cc u,

.

Using similarity transformations, the simpiifïed set of panial differentiai equations aras

tiawfonned into a set of

Merential equations, and then solved numericaliy and

by an integral meth06 Steam-air was used as the vapor-gas combination. Heat M e r

resdts were presented in terms of q / q,, vs. AT. which suggests that q / qNmis

constant dong a horizontalplate for a forced-convectioncondensation in the presence of a
noncondensable gas. From the compariron with the results reported by Minkowycz and
Sparrow (1%).

it was observeci that the pnsence of noncondensable gases

in the

condensation h m a quiescent mixture on a vertical plate significantiy decreases heat
transfer compared to the forced-convection condensation case. Aho. it was concluded
that "the interfacial mistance has a negügible effm on forced-convection coade~l~ation'~

for a s m - a i r mixture.

A complete numerical treamient of the mixture boundary layer equations that describe a

moving stearn-air mixtute along a vertical surface, was performed by Dcnny et al. (1971).

They used the finite-ciifference mthoâ to solve the set of patabolic differeatiai equations
in the mktme, aad a simplifieci Nusselt analysis to solve the liquid nIm layer. Roperties m
the

iiquïd

T, = ,T

film

layer

+ 033(F + ),T

were

evaluated

at

the

reference

temperature

, and properties m the mixture were evaluated at the local

temperature. Heat transfer resuits were obtained for a steam-air mixture, and presented as
diagnmis of q 1 qN, vernis x .

(T,- ,T

Effects of different values of T,, W,, u, , and

) on q I qN, were investigated. Lt was noticed that q / q,

increases with

increasing u, and decreases dong the plate. Aiso, for large u,, it was found that the
effect of interfacial velocity and natural convection cm be neglected. In most cases for

T = 373K,increasing ( T, - ,
T ) decreases q I q, except m two limithg cases: for
high u, (3 mls) and low W- (0.00l), and for low u, (0.03 d s ) and high W- (0.1).

A numgical procedure was also used by Demy and Jusionis (1972) m the investigation of

the effect of a noncondensable gas (air) on the condensation of six different vapors on a
verticai plate. Four vapon(Freonl2, ethanol, butanol, and carbon tetrachloride) had
m o l d a r weights p a t e r than air, and one of the vapors considend was Frconl2. The
heat transfer results were reported in the fonn of q I q,
d s , and for

vernis x for u, = 0.305 and 3.05

W-= 0.001 and 0.0 1. The free stream temperature was varied h m 305.37 to

322.15 K. while the plate temperature was kept at 299.82 K. Using numencal results, a

semi-empirical meihod was developed for the prediction of the heat flux, temperature at
the interface, and the mass transfer conductance.

The effst of a noncondensable gas on the condensation of liquid metais was investigated
by Turner et al. (1973). The model they used included the fun set of Werential q a t i o n s
for the mixture boundary layer, wwhile the Nusselt analysis was used for the liquid film. At
the interface, continuity of velocity and shear stress were applied It was assumd that

themodynamic equüi'brhm does not always exist, so an interfacial resistance equation was

used as an additionai condition at the interface. The solution procedure reqwred soiving a
set of equations for the interface in order to obtain the interface conditions. They then

solved the set of partial differentid equations for the mixture boundary layer by a iùlly
implicit finiteMerence method. The resuits were pcesentod in t e m of q I q, vessus x
for mercucy-air and sodium-argon mixtures. At Low €ree stream velocities in the memury-

air mixture, the adverse buoyancy effect was f o d to be so pronounced that at some
point dong the plate the mixture boundary layer separated. The simplfied formula by
Acrivos (1958) for the separation distance was compareci with the numerical results. The

difference between the approximate and the exact (numerical) solution vaiues for x,
attributed to neglecting the effect of suction in the approximate formula.

was

At low

pressures, the interfacial resistance was found to change the fonn of the q / q, curve, so

that a maximum value existed at some finite distance dong the plate and q l q,
approached zero as x approached zero.

Rutunaprakam and Chen (1975) considerrd quiescent condensation of a Freonl2- N,
mixture on a vertical plate. Although thîs paper considered quiescent con&nsation, it is
included in the nview because it involveci vapor-lighter gas mixture. The b i s for the

work was a semiarity transformation appiied to the set of partipartial
diffintiai equsticms for
liquid and vapor. The assumptions and the set of equations that were used are the same as

in Minkowycz and Sparrow (1966). At the interface they used continuity of velocity,

mass flow. and shear stress. The system of ordinary diffe~ntiaiequations was solved
numeridy for free stream gas concentration in the range 104 to 5 x 104. The main
restriction in the analysis is that the simiiarity solution is only applicable to the cases where

the b d k concentration of the iighter gas is very small (approximately 104). Resuits were
given m the form of Nu, I Nux,,, where Nu,,

is the Nusselt number obtained for the

pure vapor using Nusselt's solution. Velocity and concentration protiles were given as
weil as cornparison with profiles obtained for a steam-air mixture. The conclusions were:
1) Larger shear force at the interface, caused by the buoyant effect, may introduce

instability in both vapor layer and at the interface, and 2) Very mail gas concentration in
the vapor may cause "considerable reduction in heat transfer.."

Work done by Lucas (1976) consided mixed-convection condensation of vapor
mixtures, inskad of vapor-gas combinaîions. For the condensate nhn, Nusselt's

assumptions were used. while standard boundary-layer assumptions for the vapor layer
were introduced. At the interface. continuity of velocity, temperature. shear stress, and

mass flow were enforced.

The system of equations was solved numericaiiy and by two

integrai mthods. Numerical solution of the vapor boudary layer equatiom was baseù on

a finite ciifference method, while the liquid fïim eqations were solved maiyticaily using
the d t s obtained h m the numerical solution. In the integrai solutions, the same
profiles were assumeci for temperature and conœntration. He also asswned negligii
effect of tbermodynarnic cnipling by thermal diffiision, and very d influence of k a t

transfer m the vapor. The two inteprai formulations M e t d y in the a s 4 velocity
profiles. Both formulations tesult U, three

h t

order ordinary differential equations.

R d t s were presented in the form of graphs of Nu, ~e;"* and
gx 1 u,

2

Ti r d

-

O

T" ,T

. An emphasis was placed on a cornparison between the sets of resuits obtained

by the two integral methods. Generally, go00 agreement was obtained, and it was pointed

out that the use of an integrai approach leads to considerable swings in computational

Rose (1980) gave an expression that relates the condensation rate to the n# Stream aad
liquid tilm surface conditions. The new expression is an extension of the author's earlier

work and was based on the replacement of Nusselt and Ptaadtl numbers by Sherwood and
Schmidt numbers, respectively. The final result gave a relationship ktween Sc, Re, Sh,

and W- /

y

and is valid for both limiting cases: zero and infinite condensation rates.

Good agreement was obtained in a comparison with experimntal data.

Siddique et al. (1989) analyzeà the effect of hydrogen on forced-coavection steam
condensation over a horizontal flat plate. In the analysis they negiected liquid iaatia and

1iquïd mrgy convection. In addition, bey assumed zero vapor-gas mixture velocity et
the interfiace, and constant mixture properties evaluated at the interface temperatwe. The

Schmidt number was calculated at the average values of the pmperties m the fiee stream
and at the interface. In the andysis smiilarity transformations were used that yieldcd a

system of ordinary di&rential equations which was solved iteratively. The investigation
was focused on the effect of the fhe stream temperature, gas concennation. and waU sub-

coolirig on the cond«isation rate, as weil as on the effect of the sensible heat on the ovedi
heat transfer.

The resuits were given in the fom of q / q, vernis x, where q, is the heat

flux at zero gas concentration. Results obtained at T, = 10o0c showed steadiiy
decreasing heat transfer with increasing W- for h e d wail sub-cooling level (T, - Td).

They observed that for values of (T, - Twdl) up to 20°c the values of q / q, "is
insemitive to the subcooling at ail mass fractions of the noncondensable gas".

A

cornparison of the heat msfer for steam-hydrogen and stem-air showed that "ydrogen
has more inhi'biting effect on the heat transfer" than air. That was attributed to the pater

number of moks of the hydrogen in the mixture for the same free stream gas
concentration. The authors showed that the contribution of the sensible heat traasfer to
the total heat transfer is not negligible, particularly at high gas concentration values.

A nurnencal solution of the complete mode1 for lamiaar film condensation was done by

Chm (1995). He investigated the effects of the inertia terms m the iiquid momentum
equation and the energy convection tenns in the liquid energy equation. Three vapot-gas

combinations were used in his work providing the range of RLh m 0.006 to 1000. He
found that the effect of the inenia term is sigaiticant in the case of pure sodium
condensation wMe in other cases the effect of the hertia term is negiigi'b1e. Also, he

found that the presenœ of a small amount of a no~cwdemabIegas (W-= W3)in the
sodium reduced this effect The effeft of the energy terms in the liquid energy equation
was found to be insignifiant for steam-air mixtures.

This effect d t e d m the

underprediction of Nusseit number for glycerin-bmmine mixtures. For sodium-argon

mixtures, neglecting the energy convection ierms resuited m the underprediction of
Nusselt number for low values of x* wMe, for higher values of x', the effect was an
overprediction of Ah,.

2.3

ADPlyticai M d e b of Boundery Loyer Separation

This segment of the literahue review deals with work in boundary layer separation during
single-phase flow over the exterior of surfaces. Two important phenornena that occur in
laminar film condensation of a mixture of a vapor and a lighter gas are suction at the

liquid-mixture interface and motion of the iiquid film layer dong the plate. Because these
two phenornena c m affect the mixture boundary layer separation, this segment of the

Literature review gives special attention to the analytid boundq layer models that

include them. A review of some andyticai mthods for the pIediction of boundary laya
separation was given by Chang (1970). The Grst approximate solution for the prediction

of septaration location was given by Pohlbausen (1921) and is referred to as the
pohlhausen-von Karman method. Although the method pndicts the separation location
for the flow without suction over hxed boundary, it is important becaw it f o m the bask
for numemus integrai methods that were developed later. The methai uses a fouth order
polynomial approximation of the velocity pronle. The characteristic parameter that

results h m the chosen proNe is the shape factor A =

iocation, which is characterized by

A

6* duv dx

At the separation

= O, this parameter was found to be

= -12. The Pohlhausen-von Karman method is very simple and it gives approximately

30 per cent error for the separation location when compareci to the numerical solution,

whjch is asswned to be exact.

The Pohlhausen-von Karman methd was used by Acrivos (1958) to calculate the shear
stress and the rate of heat transfer in external flows for mixed convection condition. In bis

model, the effeçts of suction or a moving boundary were not considemi; however, the
temperature-induced buoyant force was included. Fourth and third order polynomial
approximations were used for the velocity and temperature profiles, respectively. Results
obtained from solviag the momentum and energy integrai equations were presented m
graphical form as a function of the Prandtl number, and the significance of the parameter

Gr / ~ e was
f ernphasized. A plot of separation distance versus Prandtl number was

given for the cooiing problems with negative u,

dx

and for Prandtl ambers in the range

4<R<100. Generally, it was concluded that cooling at the waii "hasteas the appeamce of

the sepmation point,'' while heating stabilizes i t

Launder (1%4) gave an interesthg extension to the Poblliausen-von Karman method,

under the same flow conditions. He split the velocity profile into two c w e s , providing
continuity of the velocity and its first and second derivatives at the interfa beniveen the
two curves. For the case of retarded flow. overaü good accuracy was obtained.

Another nfînemnt of the Pohlhausen-von Kannm method was applied by Zien (1971).

The basis of the nfmement was Voikov's (1965) idea to integrate the momentum equation
twice, using a simple velocity profie. The methoci is also referred to as the double inteprai
method. Zien applied the method to calculate the skin friction on a fixeci porous plate
assuming the existence of suction or blowing velocity. Caicuiations were doue for linear

and fourth order polynomial velocity profiles and for d o m suction or blowing. Remlts

were given in the form of graphs of the fiction coefficient versus a blowing parameter.
They were compared to exact resuits obtained nom the Blasius solution with wction and

blowing, and with nsults obtained by using the same velccity profles and the mal
Pohlhausen-von Kanrian method. Overall resuits showed very good agreement with the
exact solution m both cases, which justified application of the double integral methoà for

the bounàary layer with mass transfer at the w d . The advantage of this method is in the

simplicity of the calculation (resuits are in closed form), and very smali sensitivity of the
cesults to the chosen velocity profile.

The yune technique was applied by Zen (1976) in an analysis of heat transfer m ~rarispùed
boundary layers. The main pupose of the analysis was to demonstrate the eff'ectiveoess of

the integral methods. Two temperature profiles were used to investigate the effects of the
profiles on the heat trausfer coefficient. Again, good agreement was obtained compared
to the exact numerical soIution.

Thomas and Amminger (1988) developed a one-parameter polyuomial type integrai
rnethod which gives an ermr of 10 to 15 per cent near the separation point. The method is

applicable for the cases with suction or blowing and for a nMd waIl boundary. The
starting point for the analysis was an approximation of the distribution in shear stress.

Integratîon of the Newton law of viscous stress with an assumed shear stress profile gave
velocity profiles which are a fwiction of the standard pressue gradient parameter

--

A=---" du- and the transpiration parameter R = ''Y , where v,, is die suction or
v dx
v

blowing velocity. Using those velocity profiles, approximate integral solutions were
obtained for simüar and nonsimilar flows with transpiration and an adverse pressun

gradient. Resuits were compareâ with numerical solutions and with the Pohlhausen-von

b a n integral solution. Following the same approach, Thomas and Ammingec (1990)
developed a two-parameter integral method for a transpired themial boundary layer. The

e m r in the heat transfer coefficient near separation ranges between 10 and 20 per cent
cornparrd to tbe numericd solution.

Another demonstraton of the effectiveness of the double integrai mthod was presented

by Sucec (1999. He studied a steady laminar two-dimensional flow with constant
ptoperties. An important aspect of his derivation was the selection of a low order velocity
a2u

proûie that does not satisfy the boundary condition v -= -u-

4Y2

du,
at y = O.
dx

The

author made a cornparison of the separation point location with the exact values for

sixteen different free Stream velocity variations. The maximum error was 3.4 pet cent
compand to the numerical resuits obtaîned for the stagnation type of flow.

2.4

S~iimmnryof the Review

As the review shows,among the numerous pubiications on laminar € i condensation, oniy

thne papers considered effect of a Lighter

gas on condensation on a flat plate.

Conclusions h m aU three papers can be summanzed as: (a) the presence of a lighter gas

in the vapor causes mixture boundary layer separation, @) a ~~MII
amount of a lighter gas
can considerably reduce the rate of the heat transfer for the condensation of a vapor-gap

mixture, and (c) Lighter gas has more pronounced inhibithg effect on the heat tmmsfer than
heavier gas.

A review of the literature on boundary layer separation shows that very good rnethods

were deveioped to predict the location of the sepamion point, but d y for simple flows.

No analytical appmach was found thaî would consider both suction velocity and an
acderatirrg boundary. An important assumption made by Spiurow et al. (1%7) was that
the streamwise velocity component at the interface can be neglected. This assumptim a n
sïqWjr caldation of the velocity profite in the mixture. However, this is valid only if
u-

» q . The work of Turner et al. (1973) showed that s e m o n occurrad with low

values of u,

.

With hi& u, , the liquid film layer can reach turbulent flow before the

separation occurs, so the approximation made by Spamw et aL(1967) is not accessarily
justif~edin attempts to get an analytical fomi for the separation point location.

In the case of condensation of vapor with a noncondensable gas. the action velocity
highiy depends on the gas concentration at the interface, which is not known a prion.
Determination of the gas fraction at the interface. for examp1e. can be done foiiowiag

Spmow et ai. (1967). Their method was based on numerid inkgration of ordiaary
differential equations, and it is restricted to certain values of Schmidt number and by other

assumptions that were made in the model. A consequence of inneased gas concentration
neer the interface is a change in the ùensity across the mixture layer. Separation theory
only considers a change in the density due to a temperature gradient.

The work relateci to the condensation of a vapor-üghter gas mixture and a fief review of
achievements in the anaiytical prrdiction of the boundary layer separation suggest that the

most appropriate approach to the problem is a numericd solution method, which will be

appIied in this work.

Chapter 3

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

3.1

Tôe Physicai Mode1

The effect of a lighter noncondensabIe gas on lamina mixed-convection f ï h condensation

on the top of a flat, isothemial plate with arbitrary inclination was investigated m this

work. nie physicai model is depicted in Figure 3.1.

In the model, the plate is assumed to have a large width (normal to the page). The licpid
condensate f h flows over the plate and adjacent to the liquid film is the mixaire boundary

layer which extends into the frre Stream flow, w h e there
~ are d o m flow conditions and
properties. The mixture consists of a vapor and a noncondensable gas whose molecular
weight is lower than that of the vapor. The coordinate system is Cariesian with the aigin

located at the leading edge of the plate and the x axis directed almg the plate. Siace the

plate has a large width, the fiow in the üquid film and in the mixture layer is twodimensional. The gravity force is acting in the vertical downward direction which is at an
angle 8 h m the x axis. in the model, it is assumed that the totai pressure is Worm

everywhere and cm be expressed as the sum of the vapor partial pressure and the partial

pressure of the gas. Ideal gas behavior is also assumed for the gas and the vapor.

During condensation, the buiid up of noacondensable gas near the liquid-mixe interface
creates a gas concentration &radient across the mixture boundary layer. The gas

concentration is shown in Figure 3.1 as W(x.y) to indicate that it is a furction of x and y
coordinates. The concentration gradient is maximum at the interfhe and dccnascs

toward the fiee streun, where the gradient becomes quai to zero. The inctea~eof gas
concentration near the i n t e r f a raises the pertial pressure of the gas and demmes the

partial pressure of the vapor. Consequently, the saturation temperature at the interf' is
lower than the free s t m temperature, and heat transfer toward the plate is d u c e d
compared with the case of pure condensation. The concentration aad temperature
gradients m s s the mixture layer change the density within the mixture boundary layer.

The difference ktween the local mixture density and the frw

se*^

deosity creates a

buoyant force which acts opposite to the flow direction. This means that the buoyant
force slows the mixture layer and separatioa of the layer occurs at some distance dong the
plate if the free Stream velocity is relatively 4. The resuît of the mixture layer
deceleration is a M e r decrease in heat transfer.

The effect of the Lighter gas wiil be investigated on three vapor-gas combinations: s t e m hydtogen, F-12-air,

and mercury-air. The transport and physical properties of all

vapors and gases used in this study are given in Appendix A. In ibis work, the focus will

be on the mixnue boundary layer separation and on the effkcts of the gas on the heat
transfer dong the plate.

3.2

n i e Anaiyücai Mode1

The analytical mode1 includes the continuity, momentum, and energy equations for both
the Iiquid fibn and the mixture layer as weiï as the gas conservation equation for the

mixture layer. An appropriate set of boundaty conditions is established at the wd,at the
fiee Stream and at the iiquid film d a c e .

The systexn of equations for lamuiar, incompressible flow is:
Liquid Continuity Equation

Mirtiue Continuity Equation
d

-(pu)

ax

d
+(pv) = O
?Y

Mixture Morneahun Equation

The boundary conditions that can be appiied are:
At the plate surface (y = O)
u,

=O

VL =O

TL = Tdl
Atthehstream(y
u

+ -)

= u,

T=T,

w = w,
At the iiquid iilm suface (y = 6)
u, = U

In the model, the transport and thermodynamic pmperties are evaluated at the local
conditions. Also, it is assumed that thermodymmic aquüikium at the liqyid-mixture
interface d a s not always exist, and that interfacial resistance may have a signifïcant

influence. In rnost vapor-gas combinations, the interfacial resistance does aot have a
sigaifiant d e , but in the condensation of liquid metals at Iow pressure it can considerabiy
reduce the mass traasfer through the interface and consequentiy it reduces k a t tramfer

(Turner et al., 1973).

The general form of the interfacial resistance equation iocludes both surface temperature,

?;, and temperature of the molecules that are striking the surface, T,, in the form

This temperature ciifference is defined as a temperature jump, and in most applications this
clifference is negiigibIe (Miiis, 1992). In this work it wül be assumed that T, = Ti so that
the intefaciai mass flow is proportional to the difference of the partial pnssure of the

mixaire at the interfixe P,, and saturation pressure ,P ,caiculated h m the Liquid surface
temperature 1;. The coefficient a in Equation (3.18) is referred to as the condensation
coefficient and m this work it is taken to be Mity (Ttuner et aL, 1973). At hi@ vapor
pressun, the interfk5ai resistance is mgligie in most cases, and the saturation

temperattue at the p d a l pressure of the vapor at the interface can be used as the interface
temperature boundary condition.

To obtain the liquid film thickness 6 , the liqyid d a c e temperature

G, and mats flux at

the interface $,Equatioos (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20)were solved simuitaoeo~~ly.

3.3

Definition of the Sepmation Condition

An important phenomenon that occurs during condensation of a vapor-gas mixture

involving a Lighter gas is mixture boundary layer separation. GeneraUy, boundary laya
separaiion occm when the nomal velocity gradient at the surface is qua1 to zero.

hiring laminar Nm condensation, a build up of the gas concentration aear the nIm surface
creates a buoyant force that acts against the flow direction. The magaitude of the buoyant
force is maximum at the liquid-mixture interface and decreases toward the free stream
flow where it becornes equal to zero. The result of the buoyant force is to change the
mixture velocity proNe so that at some location dong the plate the velocity proNe has a
chanactcristic "S" shape, as show in Figure 3.2(a).

The velocity p d e has zero

gradients at the interface and free sûtam, and an infiection point somewhere in between.

As the vapor component concienses on the cold plate. a ii@d

film is formed on the plate

and it accelerates dong the plate due to the gravity force. At the location dong the plate
where mixture velocity gradient becurnes zero at the interfkœ7 iiqyid d a c e velocity yhas a value that is generaiiy ciSemnt from the fkee stream velocity. Two possïbie forms of

velocity development are illustrated in Figure 3.2. The velocity profile across the Iiguid

fiîm and mixture bundary layer at two locations a h g the plate is show in Figure 3.2(a)
for one of these two possible fonns. At the location x,, two conditions are satisfïed:

q < u- anci

($1

= O. If the velocity proNe coatiaues to develop, thea it would
y=6

look as shown at the location q. It can be observeci that the velocity gradient at the

interface is negative and that there exists a region near the interface where the mixture
velocity is negative relative to the interface velocity, while (u,

- ui)is positive.

This

velocity profile implies a reverse flow relative to the interface, and because of that the
situation at the location x, is classifieci as the boundary layer sepafation. Figure 3.2@)

depicts the case when the velocity gradient at the interface is zero at the location

*,

and

negative at the location x, , while in both cases the interface velocity is grea&r than the
free stnam velocity. This situation was encountered durhg condensation of pure vapors

or mixtures of a vapor and a heavier gas. The situation at location *, shows that the
mixture velocity is negative relative to the interf' velocity while (u,

- ui) is negative

and therefore. there is no reverse £low and the liquid is only dragging the mixture.
Because of that, conditions at the location x, were not classified as sepmtion. Based on

this discussion, the separation conditions are defined as: uic u, and ($)y=6

=0 ,

the distame dong the plate where separation axws is &fine- as x , ~ . The velocity

profile for the case of separation is shown in Figure 33.

Figure 3.1: Physical mode1

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of u-velocity profdes for a) uf< u,

-.(3_s
O

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of u-velocity profile at the sepration point

Chapter 4

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

4.1

Cmrdinate Transformation

The set of governiog differential equations given by Equations (3.1) to (3.7) was mitten in
the x-y coordinate system, and non-orthogonal (quacirilateral) control votumes were used
to match the üquid and mixture flow regions. Using the coordinate transformation:
(4-1)

x = x

aud
Y

=h.

the set of the goveming equations was written in

(4.2)

x -q

coordinate system, in which the

control volumes were orthogonal. Aiso, using the same coordinate transformations the set

of boundary conditions muations (3.8)-(3.2011 was transformeci into the

x -q

cwrdiaate system. The solution dornain and the grid in the two different coordinate

systems are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The number of conml volumes across the

liquid film, across the mixture boundary layer and dong the plate were & f M as input
parameters. The liquid nIm surface was used as a boundary between the grid in the liquid
(unifody-spaoed in the 11 direction within the Iicpid nhn) and the expanding grid in the

q direction within the mixture layer. The spacing in the
or expanding for both the liquid film and the mixture layers.

direction was either uniform

The goverthg system of equations in the x

-q

coorcünate systern was discretid using

a finite volume methoci (Patankar, 1980). Each equation m the systern was integrated
over a rectangdar control volume, and the appropriate boundary conditions were applied.

In the discretization procedure, full upwind di&rencing was used in the

x

àirection.

while the exponeatiai dinereacing scheme (Patankar? 1980) was used in the q direction.
Since the shear stress at the interface and the interface velocity must be the same for the

Liquid nhn and the mixture layer, the discretized u-momennim equations were solved
simultaneously for both regions. The velocity components in the transverse direction, v,
and v, were replaced by the mass flows m, and m , which were calculated from the

discretkà continuity equations. The procedure was to first caicuiate the aiass flow rates

using an initial guess for u, and u , and then to solve the discretized momentum equations
using the guessed mass flow rates. The mass flow rates were then updated using the
velocities obtained fiom the solution of the momentum equations. The gas conservation

equation and energy equations were solved separately using the mass flow rates calcuiated

fiom the morneahun equations. The energy equations were solved sepamtely because the
temperature at the interface was calcuiated ushg the boundary conditions equations. A
control volume with zero thickness was used at the wall, at the outer edge of the mixture
boundq layer aad at the liquid-mixture interface m order to apply the boundary

conditions. Mer applying the boundary conditions in discretized form, a system of
algebraic equations was solved for each of the foilowing variables: u and u,, TL,T and

W . Because the equation set is parabolic, the solution was carried out at each station
(constant

x

location) and the solution was marched d o m the plate using the solution

h m the previous station as the upstream condition. The solution procedure was repeated
at each station und convergence of ail variables was obtained. This iteration accounts for

non-üaearity and inter-equation couplings. The convergence criteria are based on a

relative emr, wbich was defined as foliows:

Afier each iteraîion, both errors were calculateci in the

dirrction for: 6 , u,, u, w, TL,

and T at all mesh points. The lower error between ewor, and error, must be lower than a
specified error criterion for aii solution fields. In the case of a v e q smali value of the
àenominator in Equations (4.3a) and (4.3b). the errors becorne large.

Since both

equations are equaüy acceptable as the convergence criterion, the lower error was chosen

in order io reduce the number of iterations necessary to obtain converged solution fields.
Thus, the convergence criterion was expressed as:
min(error,,enor,) c concri,

(4-4)

where concri stands for convergence criterion, which was specitKd as an input parameter.

More details about coordinate transformation and discretization can be found in Chin
(1995). Oaly the fuial form of the discretized equations is presencod here.

4.21

Discretizeci Equations

Mbmin Continuity
A t j = 1:

m, (i,j = 1) = m,, (i, jL= n - 1)

For2 a j 5 n v - 1:

mL,s(i,jL) = fiLn j L 4 )
(i9

(4.9)

The general form of the momentum, energy and diffusion quations can be written in the
form:

with 9 as a general variable that represents u,, TL,u , T, or W. Coefficients
a,, a,.

a,, ond b,, are given below.

Liquid and MUnpre Momentum Equatiom

For 3

Pe,

jL 5 n - 2 :

=

mLfi(i,j L N m ( 0 A&+
~( j L )

PLJi9 jL )Ax(O

a p(i, n) = a, (i,n) + a, (i, n)
bp(i,n) = O

as(i, j? = m,, (i, j-1)

a,(i, nv) = 1.0

= 0.0
a,(i, nv) = 0.0
b p (i, nv) = u,
a& nv)

[.se::
I]

T, = T(i, j-1) + a , [ ~ (j i) ,- T(i,j-1)]

P

(k k W n
(i, j-l)[cpga(i, j- L)-C,,~

(FI}

(i,j - l ) ] ~

T, = T(i, j ) + a ,[T'(ici,j+l) - T(i,j)]

T = T(i, j-1) + u , [ T ( ~fi, - T(i,j-1)]

as(i, j> = kn(i, j-l)c4 (i, j-1)

[ese::
l]

El}

P, GT1- Wu
6 j-O[cp,a(i, j-l)-cca (i,j - l ) ] ~

At j = nv:

a,(& nv) = 1.0
a& nu) = 0.0
a, (i,nv) = 0.0
bp(i, nv) = T,

a&l) = hn(i,l)
+ aN(iJ)

bp(i, n) = O

(4.1 OS)

as(i, J?

= kn(i, j-1)

exp( pe,
<4(i9J> = *l.(i9 ii][exp( Pe,) -

I]

a,(i. m)= 1.0
a,(i, nv) = 0.0
as(i, nv) = 0.0
bp(iTnv) = Wr_

4.22

Caicuiatim of the Interface Parameters

The values of 6, q,mrd risi were calculated from Equations (3.18) to (3.20). To solve this
set of equations the system was reduced to one implicit equation with

as the unknown

and a Newton-Raphson root search method was used. Details of the solution procedure
can be found in Appendix B. If the assumption about negiigiile interfaciai mistance is
justiûed, the nIm layer thickness cm be calculated ftom Equation (3.19), and the interface
tempe-

cm be taken as:

More details about derivation of Equations (4.1 19)-(4.122) can be found in Chin (1 995).
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RogPmDescription and Solution hmredare

As previously mentioned, the set of discretized equations was solved at each

x

station (i =

constant) ushg data obtained from the previous station or data &fineci as initial
conditions. At the beginning of the plate, or at the fmt station. the velocity and

concentration prof& were taken to be zero. Across the liquid Iayer, temperature was
assumed to be Morin and equal to

,T , and across the mixture layer temperature was

equal to T, .

For the second station, a guess for the initial solution fields was obtained From the classicai
Nusselt theory with interfaciai resistame (Mïlls, 1992). as describeci in Appendk C. At
the subsequent stations, the initial guesses for the solutioa fields were taken as the

converged field values at the previous station.

The program structure is shown in Figure 4.3. The mani part of the program consists of
one subroutine which calls three other subroutines. The f
b
tsubroutine perfotms pre-

processing, the second one performs ail the flow and heat tmsfer computations, and the
third one does pst-processing. In the subroutine PROCESS all necessary calculations

were performed. AU discretized equations, except the u-momentum equations. were
solved separately, and a separate subroutine to solve each disctetization equation was

called h m PROCESS. Figure 4.4 shows a flow chart for the subroutine PROCESS.
emphasizing only the most important steps.

The fiow chart in Figure 4.4 shows three major loops. The f'irst loop checks overall
convergence, the second checks the separation conditions, and the third is used to r&e

the step after separation occurred. The refinement of the step is used to improve accuracy
in calculation of x, , and it is applied on the station that precedes separation. Once the

separation location is reached dunng calculation, the step was refned dividing by a factor
ten or twenty, al1 profiles were taken to be as they were at the previous station, and

caidation continued und the separation was reached again. ARer separation is feached
for the second the, the calculation stopped.

The structure of the program is the same for aii three vapor-gas combiaations. The sets of
submutines that are used to calculate properties for different gases and vapors have the
same names and lis& of variables in order to provide compati'bility with the main part of
the program. This organization of the program faciiitates modifications for other vapor-

gas combinations.

Figure 4.1: Computational grid in ( x , y) coordinate system

1 j,= l,...,

n

( liquid film

j =1,

..., nv

mixture boundaty layer

Figure 4.2: Computationd grid in transfomed coordinate system( X ,q) with
locations for u,T,W = 0 : hm=
-W

and me=&

PREP
* open files
* read data and set up
constants
* set up grid

PROCESS

* initialize conditions
at the start
* solve discretized eguatiom
at each station
* check the separation
conditions at the inteaface
* stop progress dong the
plate when a desired
stoping criterion is reached

POSTP
* pnnt data of interest
* close fies

s e t u p i n i t i a l guess f o r
t h e s e c o n d station

1

I

1 * calculate film

1 * update m a s s f l thickness
ow
1

1

-

* solve Iiquid and

1

1

I

mixture mornentum
equations
use current
profiles for

advance to
the n e x t
station

*
*

No

s o l v e m i x t u r e energy
equation
s o l v e liquid energy
equatio n

step
and return to
the previous

Yes

Figure 4.4: Flow chart of the subroutine PROCESS

Chapter 5

CONVERGENCE AND VALIDATION OF RESULTS

This chapter covers two steps in the vesification of the cornputer code: tests of the
convergence of the nsults and comparisons with the d t s pubJished by other authors.
Convergence of the d t s assumes not ody that the resuits cm be obtained within a
certain tolerance, but also grid independence of the d t s . Since grid resolutioa is very

important in the solution procedure, the fmt section of this chapter describes some aspects
of choosing the proper grid parameters. The foiiowing section gives some d t s

obtained with diffemnt grids and the effects of grid refinement on the rate of heat W e r

and the separation distance. The last section of the chapter compares resuits obtained by
other authors wit4 the results obtained using the curreot model. It was meutioned m
Chaptet 2 that the available results for condensation of a moving vapor in the presence of
a lighter gas were found in three references, so aü three were used in the comparisons. An

extensive cornparison of the model in the case of condensation of vapor with a heavier gas

can be found in Chin (1995).

The solution domain was divideci dong the

x

axis into m stations, and across the liquid

nIm and mixture layers into n and nv control volumes, te~pectively. Two factors
influenced the choice of m, n, and nv: the separation distance, and the mixture boundary

layer thickness. Since the separation location depends highiy on the input parameters,

patticuiady on
zen,

u,

and W-,the number of coatrol volumes in the

x

and the separation point must be sufficient to maintain the

caicuiation. Tûe number of conûol volumes in the

x

direction between
acniracy

of the

direction usad in this work varied

between 300 and 400 for ail inlet conditions. In order to maintain this number of control

volums, the size of control volume in the

x

direction was adjusted for cach aew set of

input data, but in ail cases a wllfom step size was used in the calculation. Location on the
plate where separatioa occurred was not known a priori, so usudy one

nui

of the

program was necessary to find out an approximate x , ~ ,and then the step size was
adjusted and the calculation was repeated. This procedure was neoessary when input
parameters wen changed substantially fiom one nin to another. If the input parameters

were changed gradudy, the step s k e was estimated based on the step size used m
previous calculation.

Other important parameters that can affect the results are the number of control volumes

in the q direction, and the mixture boundary layer thickness. The mixture boundary layer

contains thne layers: hydrodynarnic, thermal and concentration layen. Each layer has its

own thickness, and the ratios among these thicknesses depend on Prandtl and Schmidt
numôers. The mixture boundary layer thickness,which was selected larger than any of the

three layers, is an input parameter which defines the solution domain. The three boundary
layers and the ovedl mixture boundary layer are show in Figure 5.1.

The overall

mixture boundary layer thickness should not be too large because it would then require

more control volumes than necessary. The number of control volumes across the Liquid

film was usuaiiy n = 40 with a uniform distriiution of nodes, and the numkr of contml
volumes in the mixture typicdy variariexi
between 40 and 180 with an expandiog distniution

of nodes. hullig the solution procedure. the thickness of each layer was caicuieted and
verified against the overall mixture b o u n d q layer thichess to

eDsure

that 6-

is

SUfficientIy large.

Boundary layer thicknesses within the mixture layer were calculated ushg the foîîowiag
expressions:

-

where 8,. 6, and 6, are the hydrodynamic, concentration, and thermal bounday layer
thicknesses, respectively, and 6 is the liquid film thickness.

The purpose of adjusting the grid resolution at each new set of input paramters was not
only to keep the aEcuracy of calculation ,but also to reduce the computational tirne. For
example, if gas concentration and free Stream velocity were relatively smail, and the total
mixture layer tfùckness was selected large, then a large amount of cornputer time wiil üe

spent without aay improvement in accuracy. In that case many control volumes would be

in the free Stream where field values are not changing. Since the results presented in this
wo* were obtained by running the program numerous times, it was important to d u c e

uonecessary calculation as much as possible.

5.2.

Convergence OPResuits

Convergence of d t s was verified by changing the grid parameters. The parameters that
were varied are: n, nv,

m, factomv, factom, and concri. Factom &fines the rate of

expansion of the grid in the

x

direction, and factomv is the grid expansion factor a m s s

the mixture boundary Iayer. An example of the convergence of the d t s is given m

Table 5.1.
combination.

Presented results were obtained for the stearn-hydrogen vapor-gas

nie nsults are divided in two groups:

convergence criterion concri =IO-',

the resuits obtained with

and the resuits obtained using concri =lad.

Convergence criterion concn corresponds to the maximum relative error, given either by

Equation(4.3) or Equation(4.4), and it is an input parameter.

Convergence tests were performed by changing one of the grid parameters wMe the
others were kept constant, and by calculating the relative ciifference in x , and the heat

flux at the waü, q,,,

compared to their values from the previous set of parameters. As an

example, for concri =IO", changing n from 40 to 60 d a s not affect the location of
separation (unifonn step size and the change of p r o f k is too small to affect x,~),and the

relative change in q,,

is 0.003%. However, increasing nv fkom 40 to 80, and h m 80 to

120 gives differences in x,

of 0.336 and 0.06196,respectively, and ciifferences in q,

of

0.218 and 0.02696, respectively. Therefore, refinemat of the grid within the mixture
layer strongiy affects the convergence of x,

and q,.

Reduction of the relative error can

aiso be obtained by increasing the number of axial stations, m. Increasing m

300 produces a relative change in x,
showed that in-bg

of 0.096%and in q,

h m 2 0 to

of 0.056%. Furthet tests

m from 300 to 400 reduces changes in x,,

and q,

to 0.048%

and 0.0058, respectively.

Siace the separation location depends on the step size, a d o m step was used in this

work. If an expmding grid was used with factonn = 100, then x,

and q,

would change

by 0.288% and 0.0946, respectively, compared to the ~ s u i t sfor W o n n spacing. It is

expected that a higher value of factonn should produce a greater ciifference in x,

because

the step size near the separation location wiü be greater. Consequently,the deviation m
X~~

wiU also be greater. Increasing factomv from 100 to Io00 produced 0.01596

diffete~~ce
in x,,

, and 0.006% Merence in qwl,. A similar set of verfications was done

for concri of lo4, and the results show the convergence of the relative error of x , and
q,

when the grid is refined.

The typicai parameters used in the calculations were: m varied between 3 0 and 400, n =
40, nv varieci between 40 and 80, conci = IO-', factonv = 100, and factonn = 1.

"reixd"
1.O
wncri

"reh"
0.4

n

nv

m

"relxw"

"relxt"

0.9
0.2
factor factor wepxlo3 qwallxlO-s

nv

m

[ml

[w/m2]

LOO

4.103383
4.103383

1.193161
1.193201

"y~apot"

700
%

%

w p

QwaU

-

10e-7
10e-7

40
60

80
80

400
400

100

1
1

10e-7
10é-7
1&-7

40
40
40

40 400
80 400
120 400

100
100
100

1
1
1

4.089599
4.105890

1.190555
1.163201
1.193469

10e-7
1&-7
1Oe-7

40
40
40

80

80

400

100
100
100

L

80

200
300

1
1

4.109296
4.105351
4.103383

1.1925541-193225 0.096
1.193161 0.048

10e-7

40
40

80
80

400
400

LOO

1

100

100

4.103383
4,091568

1.193161
1.194312

40
40

80
80

400
400

100
IO00

1
1

4.103383

1.193161
1.192934

10e-6
1Oe-6
1Oe-6

40
40

40
100

400
400
400

100
100
100

1
1
1

4.099624
4.101504

1.189795
1.192574
1.192901

1k-6
10e-6
lOe-6

40
40
40

80
80
80

300
400
500

100
100
100

1
1
1

4.102007
4.099624
4.097695

1.193043
1.192574
1.192314

le-6
le-6

40
40

80
80

400
400

100
100

1
100

4.099624
4.091568

1.192574
1.192998

10e-7

10e-7

10e-7

Table 5.1:

4,103383

4.102757

---80

4.085840

O

O

0.003

-

-

0.336
0.061

0.222
0.022

O

O

0,056

0.005

-

0.288

0.096

-

-

0.015

0.019

-

-

0.336
0.046

0.233
0.027

-

-

0.058
0.047

0.039
0.022

0.197

,
1

O

0.036

Convergence table for stearn-hydrogen at T,=393K and T4,=363.15K

5.3

Compatison with Previous Work

Results for the condensation of a moving vapor in the presence of a lighter gas were given

by: Demy and Jusionis (1972), Turner et al. (1973), and by Siddique et al. (1989). Dexmy
and Iusionis (1972) analyzed the effect of a noncondensable gas on laminar film
condensation on a vertical plate. The governing system of equations for the mixture

boundary layer consisted OF the m a s , momentum, energy and species consemation
equations. The inertia effect and energy convection were neglected in the liquid film. In
addition,

they

evaluated

Liquid

properties

at

the

reference

temperature

T = Td + 0.33(l;. - Tdl).The governing system of equations was solved by the finite
ciifference method. Cornparisons are presented in Figure 5.2 for Freonl2-air mixtures at

4 correspondhg to the peseot
different conditions. It must be noted that the curves of NU

results entend only up to -r = .r,
. In the paper by Demy and Jusionis, ail the results
were giwn up to x = 0.183 m, and no separation conditions were reported.

cornparison shows good agreement between the two models.

The

For exampk, at

= 310.93 K the relative error between the two c w e s varies fiom 1.38 to 1.7296, at

T, = 305.37 K

the error is in the range of 2 to 2.9%, and at T, = 322.04 K the error is

in the range of 2.3 CO 3%. Possible reasons for this difference lie in the different solution
methods and in the use of the reference temperature for the evaluation of the liquid

Tumer et ai. (1973) reponed values of q I q,, for mercury-air mixtures at a low k
stream v e l d t - on a vertical plate. They neglected the inertia and the enew convection

te=

m the goveming equations of the liquid film Also, they included an interfacial

resistance equation at the interfaciai boundary condition. Results were aiso reported for
the distance on the x axis (dong the plate) where separation of the mixture boundary layer
occurred. Resuits were obtained at

= 666.67 K and rc, = 0.3048 mls for two values of

AT: for Aï' = 5.55 K,which are given in Figure 5.3, and for AT = 16.67 K,which are
given in Figure 54. In each crise, a cornparison was made for W,= 0.01 and W,= 0.03.

From Figures 5.3 and 5.4 it can be seen that the difference between the kat tramfer
d t s obtained by Tumer et al. and those obtained Ïn the present work varies h

m 8.3%

to 47%. Similar ciifferences in the heat transfer results between the model of Turner et al.

and the present modei were encountered by Chin (1995) for sodium-argon mixtures. The
ciifference occurred in the region where the interfacial resistance &as no sigMmmt effect.
In the resdts given by Turner et ai. the separation location was given within a range which
is equal to the integration step, so the location of the separation point cmnot be prrcisely
detennined. The range of difference for the separation point between Tumer et al. and the

present model varies fiom 7.5% to 46%. It can be noted that the axial step size used m
the work done by Turner et al. was relatively large compared to the total integration

range; the number of axial stations they used varied fiom 6 to 10. This s d number of

steps may be a reason for the high relative difference between their mode1 and the present

work. Another possible reason for the difference may lie in the way the interfacial
boundary conditions were prescribed. In the model by Tumer et ai., the systern of

equations which was solved for the interfaciai boundary conciîtionsincluded two adàitional
equations: the equation for the velocity profde in the Iiquid film (obtained by integration

of the Iiquid momenturn equation using Nusselt's assumptions) and the quation wbich

&fines

gas imperxneability condition pquation (3.17)J.

In the present model, the

interfacial velocity was obtained by solving the Iiquid and mixture momnturn eqyatioas
whiie Equation (3.17) was impIemented as the boundary condition for the gas
conservation equation.

The cornparisons with Siddique et al. (1989) are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Siddique
e t al. calculated the rate of heat tram fer for the condensation of moving steam-hycûogen
mixtures over a horizontal flat plate. In the model, they assumeci constant pmperties

which were evaluated at the interface temperature. They also used the equation proposed
by Rose (1980) that correlates the nondimensional condensation miss flux to the Schmidt

number and the mass fraction of the noncondensable gas. The equation proposed by Rose
was compared with the present model by Chin (1995). That compatison showed that the

difference beiween the present model and Rose's equation is 6%for a steam-air mixture at

= 400 K and AT = 20 K, and becomes higher for higher vaiues of AT. The present
cornparisons with Siddique et al. were done at T_ = 373.15 K and

= 398.15 K for three

values of W, : 0.005,0.05, and 0.1. Heat tmsfer rate at the waü was nonaaüzed by the

value of the heat transfer rate for the

case of pure

vapor condensation. The d t s m

Figure 5.5 show good agreement, parti-cularly in the case of W-= 0.005, where the two
sets

of d t s are almost identical. At

= 398.15

K and W, = 0.005, the dinmnce is

within 6%for all tested values of AT. For the higher values of W-.good agreement was
obtaineâ for AT up to approximately 20 K. As AT increases above 20 K, however, the

àeviation between the present model and Siddique et al. increases. There are two possible

sources for the higher differences at higher AT and W-. One source is using constant
properties and a constant average value of Schmidt number in the analysis by Sicidique et
ai.(1989).

The calculation of Schmidt number at T,= 398.15 K, M=lO K, and W,=

0.005 gives Sc = 0.174 at the interface and 0.168 at the free stream. As the gas

concentration increases, the difference in Schmidt nwnber aiso increases. For M=IO K

and W, = 0.1, Sc at the interface is 0.353. and at free stream, Sc is 0.298. This clifference
is more pronounced for higher values of A T . At AT= 70 K and W- = 0.1, Schmidt

numbers at the interface and at the free stream are 0.778 and 0.298, respectively. For this
case, the relative Merence in q / % obtained using the two models is maximum.

Another possible source for the difference at Iarger LU' and W- is the use of the fonnila

pmposed by Rose (1980).

Chapter 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

-

Rcsults in this work were obtained for tbrec vapor-gas combinations: steam bydrogen,
mercury - air, and F m 1 2 - air. Gcneraiiy, the d t s are divided into two groups: the
h t group

is related to the mixture boundary layer sepamion, and the second group is

related to the heat transfer resuits. The objective m the fmt set of resuits is to provide a
simple form that c m be used to estimate the separation location for each of the vapor-gas

cornbinations, and in the second set of results the objective is to show the effect of the
lighter gases on the rate of heat transf«. AU the results are presented in graphical form

because derivation of analytical closed form expressions is extremely ciifficuit. The results
are often presented in nondimensional form using parameters that allow a concise
presentation. Also, ail the results presented are vaüd ody for laminar flow. A nIm

Reynolds number less thm 30 was the critenon used to defim if the flow was laminar. The
Nm Reynolds number was & k d in the standard way as:

4r
Re, = -,
CL,
where

Liquid viscosity and density were evaluated at the reference temperature

Because ail calcdations were stopped when the two critena for the mixture boundary
layer separation were met, each cuve bas a different endhg point on the x-axis. The
vapor-gas mixtures were chosen to obtain thne differcnt ratios of molecuiar weights. The

molecular weight ratios are steam-hydrogen: M,IM, = 9; mercwy-air. MM,
/Mg= 6.935;
and Freon12-au Mv /Mg= 4.174.

6.1

Derivation of Dimeasionless Seppirtion Length

It was observed that combining cenain parameters into dimensionless groups and plotting

them can simpiiry a diagam and can eliminate the effect of some parametea. For
example, plotting of Nu, I ~ e versus
y

-for given T,, AT, and W- can be used for
1

FI,

ail values of x, 0 , and u, (Chin, 1995), providing that the flow is laminar. A s M a r
approach was used in ploning the boundary layer separation results. The procedure used is
now describeci for

a mercury-air mixture at T, = 666.67 K and AT = 5.55

K. and then

used for al1 the foilowing results presentexi in this thesis.

Figure 6.1 shows the separation distance dong the plate versus free Stream velocity. The
free seeam gas concentration is W-=0.03. The panuneter that defmes each curve is the
component of the gravitational acceleration in the dinction of the flow, so the effbct of the
plate inclination is included. From the figure we cm see that inmashg the frae s m a m
velocity and/or increasing 8 , increases qeP.As u- approaches zero, x,

also

approaches zero. The same set of results was npeated for other fiee Stream conditions

and the trend was found to be the same.

Eiimination of the plate inclination was accomplished by muitipIyhg x , by g cos 9. The

same set of resdts h m Figure 6.1 is plotted in Fi-

6 3 dong with amther set with

W-= 0.01. For W-= 0.03. the plot of xSqg cos 8 shows that the three c w e s fkom Figure
6.1 collapsed into one curve in Figure 6.2. The sam behavior was obtained for W,=
0.01. The third step in reducing the number of independent parameters was to divide

q t P gcos9 by u, 2

(F;LP

.

Figure 6.3 shows the dimensionless separation length,

x;'

)

, plotted versus u, for two values of W,. In both cases, the result is a

horizontal line, which suggests that for constant

c, T,

, and W, ,only one parameter is

necessary to defuie the separation length. Also, it can be observeci that in this particular
case x;' decreases when W- increases.

It is important to point out the limiting cases for the parameters that are important in the

collapsing procedure. These parameters an 0 and u-

. It was assumed that T, and AT

are constant for the situations described in Figures 6.1 to 6.3 and any limitations of those
parameters are related to the dehed temperature range for the P-T(saturation pressure

-

ternperaturc) curve and properties. The incIination of the plate in general varies between
0'

and go0, which comsponds to a vertical and a horizontal plate. re~pectively.

Condensation on the horizontal plaie is not important in the investigation of separation

effect because the buoyant force does not affect the flow in the direction of the plate so

that separation does not occur. Consequently, the d t s shown in Figure 6.3 do not
include angle of inclination 9$ (the case of a horizontal plate).

The upper limit for the free stream velocity is restricted by the requirtrnent of Iaminar
fïow. Since the present modcl applies to lamina film condensation, u, was increased

until Re, = 30. For datively high fne s t m velocitics, the caicuiation procedure was
usuaUy terminated before separation o c c d üecause Re, = 30 was reached.

6.2

StPam-Hydrogen Mixtures

Results for steam-hydrogen are divided into two groups: the fim group is related to the
mixture boundary layer separation and the second shows the change in heat transfer

due to presence of a lighter noncondensable gas.

6.2.1

Septaration Results for Steam-HydrogenMLrtures

Results were obtained for three f
k stream temperahues: T, = 353.15 K, T,= 373.15 K
and T,= 393.15 K. Those temperatures comspond to the total system pressure (with

zero gas concentration) of 0.5 bar, 1 bar and 2 bar. If the gas concentration inrrwes,
then the total system pressure also increases with a rate that depends on the value of the

free stream temperature. At each fiee stream temperature, the separation results were

obtained for three values of AT and for fkee Stream gas concentration variation fiom 10"

ta 0.6. For T,= 353.15 K and T,= 393.15 K the values of AT w e n AT= 5K, 15 K and

30 K, while for T,= 373.15 K values of AT were 3 K, 15 K and 30 K. FoUowing the
procedure described in Section 6.1 for nxed T, and for each AT, curves of x& versus

W- werc ploned. For all tbrre fne strtam temperams, the rcsults arc shown in Figures
6.4 to 6.6. From those figures it can be seen that an the curves foiiow the same trend,

which strongIy depends on the value of W, . This mnd shows that increasing W- h m
the Iowest value decreases xiq until it naches a minimum value, after which

&.,

gradually increases. The lower limit used for W, is IO-', and any additional reduction of

W, does not change the shape of the curves presented. The anaiysis was extended to very
miall values W- (order of IO-') and it was found that x
;

does not have any unexpected

change in behavior.

An explmation for this variation of xiq can be found foilowing the approach of

Schlichring (1979). In that approach, the mixture continuity equation [Equation (3.4)J
was subvacted fiom the mixaire momentum [Equation (3.5)], and then the mornennun

equation was reduced to:

The momentum equation c m be written along the s a a m Iine at the interface between the
liquid and mixture. Asniming constant viscosity and rcgrouping yields:

Temis 1.2 and 3 m Equation(6.5) comspond to accekratioa of the intedace, suction at
the interface and buoyancy. respectively. Ail these thne forces influence the value of x , ~ .

Using the finite difference approximation for the u-velocity derivatives, it is possible to
calculate each term in Equation (6.5) and monitor how each term changes almg the plate

for different values of W-.Since the solution of the goveming set of quations was based
on a nnite volume methoci, a calculation of tenas 1. 2, 3, and 4 via a different approach

(finite Merence) would not exactly satisfy Equation (6.5). The finite ciifference
calculation will, however, show qualitatively the rate of change of each term and the ratios
between terms. The differences ktween this problem and the problem describeci by

Schüchting are: the mixture boundary is not fixed (which introduces another inertia term -

term 1). the suction velocity is not constant, and the existence of the buoyant terni 3
(which varies along the plate) instead of a constant adverse pressure gradient. It should be
emphasizeû that ( p i

- p,)

was always b
s than or quai to zero.

The change of terms 1,

2 , 3 and 4 m Equation (6.5) is plotted in Figures 6.7 to 6.10. The m l t s were given for a

stcam-hydrogen mixturr at Tm= 353.15 K, TM= 338.15 K, u,= 0.03 mls, and 8 = O. The
gas concentration was varied from O to 0.6.

(3,

Figure 6.7 shows the change of piui

(term 1 in Equation (6.5)). It is evident that

each cnrve in the figure has dinerent length or diffkcnt separation location. An important

observation is thaî this terni is always positive, which maas that it incrwscs tbe c w a a i n

of the velocity profüe at the interfact. From the figure it cm k seen that the magnitude of

this term is not large. For example, for W- = O the magnitude is 0.018 wbile for W, = 0.6
it drops klow 1 0 ~ . Also cach curve has a negative slope which means that term 1

gradualiy âecreases dong the plate in this case. The magnitude and the rate of change of
suggest that this inertia term doer not contribute much to the effective adverse
i

pressure gradient, which can k considend as equivaknt to the right band side ternis of

Equation (6.5).

Figure 6.8 shows the change of pivi

(tenn 2 in Equation (6.5)). This figure was

not plottecl in fidi scale because some cases have a very large change in magnitude dong
the plate (on the order of 10'). Therefore, the vertical d e was adjusteci so that o d y the

ngion around zero is shom, and that is the reason why the m e s for W, close to zero

look Wre seaight ha. The figure shows that this terni is always negative and it reduces
the curvanue of the velocity profile at the interface (it reduces the effective adverse

pressure gradient). However, it is not constant dong the plate; it approaches zero as the

velocity gradient decreases at the h r f a c e .

The velocity gradient at the interface

decreases to zero for any W, because of either the moving boundary (which is the l i w d

film surface) or because of upward buoyancy force. In any case, this tmn is larger in the
magnitude than the inertia temi (tcrm 1) dong the plate except in the vicinity of the
separation point where term 2 becornes zero.

The change of

t

m

3 in the Equation (6.5) is shown in Figure 6.9. An important

observation related to this figure is that increasing W- ftom zero to approximately 0.1
increases the magnitude of g(pi
g(p,

- pJ.

- p,)

while increasing W- from 0.1 to 0.6 decnases

This can be easily explained by the fact that the density difference ( p i

has two limiting cases. The fmt one is pure vapor ,W-=O; in this case (p

- p,)

- p-)

= 0.

The second limiting case is W- + 1, or the limiting case of pure gas for which the density
differeace again approaches zero. Between those two limiting cases, Ipi

- p(,

increases,

reaches a maximum, and then decreases.

Figure 6.10 shows t&e change of pi

(a->)i

caicuiated ushg the

fmie ciifference

approximation involving three velocities at control volumes next to the interfsce. It can be

immediately observeci that the shape of the curves is simila.to those plotted for tenn 2,
but al1 c w e s are shifted up on the ordinate axis. The similarity of curves with those in

Figure 6.8 is explained by the relatively higher magnitude of term 2. Because the
curvature of the velocity profie at the interface is defined by the change of pi

magnitude of that term is expected to k an indicator of

x;'

variations. That term

depends on the rate of change of tenn 1, tenn 2 and terni 3 in the momentum equation

(Equation (6.5)). Near the separation location. however, ttim 2 approacbes zero and the
vaiue of pi[$)

I and 1. It is cxpected that xi'

is determined by the change of tei

will not comlate precisely with only term 1 and tenn 3 at the separation location because

x;'~

also depends on term 2, which is always zero at

increase

xi',

x;',,.

Generally, term 2 tends to

whik the other two tenns tend to decnase it. For a steam-hydrogen

mixture, increasing W1 from O to approximately 0.1 results in an increase of the second
derivative at the interface at the separation location. Additional increase in W_results in
decreasing of the effective adverse pressure gradient at the separation location. This trend

foiiows closely the trend of change of the buoyant force describexi earlier.

was plotted. In that figure x;, decreases with different rate as

about 0.15, while for the same W_ n y e the vaiues of

(fi)
aY2

W, increases from 10" to
and (p.

-p i )

increase.

i

This trend is explaùied by the fact that for the very small values of W,,terni 2 is dominant

and any decreasing of its magnitude extends the separation point.

As

W,

keeps

increasing, the density difference (buoyant force) also increases. and when cornbineci with

.

an additional reduction in the magnitude of tcrm 2, resuIts in a more rapid decline of x,;

This âeche is evident for the intemal of W, benveen 0-001 and 0.15. In other words, the

incrrase in the effective adverse pressun gradient is primarily due to an increase in the
buoyant fora and a decrease in the second incrtia t e m (term 2). It was aïready shown
that tcmi 1 bas an hsignifïcant influence on the variation

of^;^.

For higher values of W, (greater dian 0.15), Figure 6.1 1 shows that pi

-

s t m to

decrease rapidy. For the same interval of W, the figure shows that (p, - p i ) also
decreases while

xk

incrrases. This trend was explained by the fact that p ,ui

(:IL,
-

vexy small (Figure 6.7) and that pivi

(a:ii

is

h r these vaiues d K, approches zero at a

higher rate (Figure 6.8), so the only dominant term is g(pi

- p,).

This terni reaches a

maximum and thea decreases, which causes a Rduction of the effective adverse pressure
gradient and an increase in xiq.

In general, the upper b i t for W, is only restricted by T,.

However, calcuiation of

x;'~

for higher values of W, caused considerable problems related to convergence for rnercury-

air mixtures. The problem required mon adjustment of the grid and convergence
parameters and sisnificandy more B U tirne. Since the main feahues of xi' curves are
illustrateci for W, up to 0.6, that was considend to k the upper huit in the presentation
of the resuits.

The previous pmentation of the separation results in the form of plots (Figures 6.4 to 6.6)
required one diagram for each ftee stream temperature. In order to reduce the number of
graphs, an additional collapsing of the curves was done through the elimination of AT as

a separate parameter. To accornplish the additional dapsing, x ; ~was multipiieù by
Jakob number raised to the exponent m. The tbrre curves in Figure 6.4 were merged into
one curve ploned for T- = 353.15 K in Figure 6.12. The s a m e procedure was repeated
for the two other frre stream temperatures studied. In this procedure the most important
step was to define the value of the exponent m so that the error which was introduced is

as srnaII as possible. The value of the exponent m was obtained by coiiapsing pain of
c w e s with different vdues of AT From Figure 6.4, for one value of W, and two values
of AT (for example, M = S K and AT =l5 K) two values of x;ep were obtained. One
Jakob number corresponds to each AT. Using the following equation:

the value of m, was calculated This exponent was used to collapa curves AT= 5 K and
AT= 15 K at a specifwl W-. The same procedure was repeated for other values of W_

within the range. Repeating the caldation for another pair of curves, values for two

other exponents were obtained. For curves Mth AT= 5 K and AT= 30 K,the exponent
was %, and for c m e s with

AT= 15 K and AT = 30 K, the expontnt was 4.Taking

the average of the three exponents, a fiaal value of m was obtained. This exponent m
corresponds to the fixai T,. and coven temperature differenccs h m AT= 5 K to AT=
30 K. Since the three exponents q,n>, and m, are not exactly the same, a plot of
x;~,,,Jq" , x:,,

J c , and xiq3 JG

does not give only one cuve. Another approximation

method involved taking an average of x;#.,J%m,

JG , and x;',~ ( s "and ploaing the

average as x:,Jam versus W,. The colIapsed cuves for the thne values of T, are shown
in Figure 6.12, while the values of the exponent m are shown in Figure 6.13. The error
introduced by raking the averaged m was calculateci for the points for which xi' and AT

were known. Calculation showed that the relative enor for xiepis less than 10% for the
whole range of W- and for aii three values of T, compand to x ; ~obtained nurnerically.
A cornparison of the approximated x;# and the numeridy obtained xiq is shown in

Figure 6.14, and it includes aU values of x&, which wen used in the second procedure for
coilapsing the data. The error may k higher if a sepration distance is needed for a value
of T, which is located ktween the specifeù values, and an interpolation is required. in
these calcdations the specüic kat used to calculate Jakob number was evaluated at the

waü temperature and the latent heat of vaporization was evaluated at the interface

temperature.

6.2.2

Heat Trader Results for Steam-HydmgenM

The heat transfer rcsuits are pnsented in terms of Nu, I

.

~ e f ' 2versus x'

. Resdts plotted

in this fom are independent of u, and 0 . Unlike the separation results, the heat transfer
results include the limiting cases of horizontal forced convection. In Figure 6.15, the
values of Nu, / ~

e are
r given for T,= 393.15 K, Td= 373.15 K and for four difEerent

values of W, . In aU four cases the curves approach the limiting case of the horizontal

forced convection condensation at lower values of x'

. As x'

the curves becomes Merent for different values of W
.

increases, the behavior of

For W-= O and higher values of

x' , the rate of heat transfer hacases due to the gravity force which accelerates the fi

causing the film to becorne thimer compared to the case of horizontal forced convection

condensation. As W, increases, the rate of increase of Nu, I Re?

witb x' becomes

smder. Furthemore, the inhibiting effect of hydmgen produces a small change in the rate
of heat üansfer for W, = 0.1, which leads to an airnost constant value of Nu, 1 Re?.

It

cm k seen that the value of Nu, / Re? for W
. = 0.01 reachcs a auucimum and stam to
decrrase in the vicinity of the separation point For higher values of W, this behavior is
repeated, but it is not as pronounced as in the case for W, = 0.01. This phenornenon is

typical for the condensation of a vapor in the presence of lighter gases and can be

attributcd to deceleration of the mixture boundary layer.

Figure 6.16 shows tbeeffect of AT onNu, /

can k obsmad that an in-

&y2

at

r=393.15 Kand W,= 0.01. It

in AT does not change the trend shown in Figure 6.15.

The magnitude of Nu, / k Y 2 deCrrases with increasing AT because the heat transfer
coefficient was àefined as h, =

4x

T'c - T d

and the rate at which the heat flux uicreases is

lower than the rate at which AT increases.

Regardles of the lower values for

Nu, / Re:*, the heat flux at the waü increases with increasing AT. Because different
scales were used in Figures 6.15 and 6.16, the change in the dope of Nu, I

el' curves

is more emphasized in the latter figure.

Figures 6.17 to 6.19 show the resuits for the dimnsionkss liquid film thickness, gas
concentration at the interface, and the film Reynolds number, respectively. Figure 6.17
shows that the value of 6' foiiows the cxpected trends: it demeases with increasing W,
because of a lower condensation rate, and it increases dong the plate. Increasing of the

lipuid film thickness dong the plate rrduces the rate of heat transfer to the wall. Rom

Figure 6.18, it can k seen that the interfacial gas concentration W, changes very linle
dong the plate for higher gas concentration, while for the smaU values of W,,the value of

increases considerably with x' . In each case, at low v a l w of xo,the value of

y

approaches a constant value conesponding to the limiting case of horitontal forced
convection condensation.

The value of the film Reynolds numbu can k found m Figure 6.19. This value is
important because it was used as the criterion for detennining whether the flow is laminar

or not. For W,= O the film Reynolds number incteases along the plate at the highest rate,
whiie for

W-=0.1 it ~ m a i n sapproximately constant The value of Re,

ReF2is lower

for higher values of W, because the condensation rate decreases as W, increases.

6.3 Cornparison of the Heat T r d e r Rates for Steam.Air and Steam-Hydrogen

Cornparison of the nomialized heat flwr at the wali for stearn-hydrogen and steam-air
mixtures is shown in Figure 6.20. nie heat flux at the waü was n o m a h x i with the value
of k a t fiux for the case of pure vapor condensation and resuits are reportcd for the cases

of horizontal and vertical plates. Since the condensation on the horizontai plate is

characterized by an absence of the buoyant force, the solution obeys similarity and the
ratio q 1 q, is constant dong the plate. In this case the ciifference in the rate of heat

transfer between the two mixtures is due to the different properties of gases and the

difference in the binary diffusion coefficients. The cornparison was made for T, =373.15

K. T,, = 363.15 K. W, = 0.03,and u, = 0.3 mls. Because of the difference in

the

molecular weight between air and hydrogen, the total pressure was different between the
two mixaucs. The vdue of q I q, for the stem-air mixture is always grcater than q / q,

for the steam-hydrogen mixture. The pater reduction in heat transfer for stemhydrogea mixtures has alrcady k e n explahcd (Siddique et al., 1989) by the fact that, for

the same mass fiaction, hydrogen has pater number of moles in the mixture than air.

For the vertical plate case, a decrease of q / q, dong the plate is seen for both mixtures.

The ratio between two results, however, is not constant At the beginning of the plate the
ratio is approximately the same as it was for the horizontai case, but at the end it increases

to 3.4. This large ratio does not rnean that the buoyant force alone reduced the rate of
heat transfer almost twice; it is also the result of the decnasing magnitude of q / q, dong

the plate. Therefore, it is not possible to completely isolate and to demonstrate the effect

of the buoyant force only on the reduction of heat transfer. In oorder to show more
information on the behavior, the first àerivative of q with respect to x was calculated and
plotted in Figure 6.2 1. The purpose of this graph is to show the rate of change of q dong
x instead of the value itseIf. Ln addition, the rate of change of q for pure stearn was
plotted in order to compare with diose obtained for steam-air and steam-hydrogen

&

mixtures. Figure 6.21 shows that for x c 0.018 m, dq for steam-hydrogen decreases

faster in magnitude than d4 for stem-air. At approxi.maîely x = 0.02 m,the value of dq
th
dx

-

-

for stem-hydrogen starts to inmase in magnitude due the buoyancy force, while for
steam-air it keeps decreasing toward zero. This mearis that the value of q for steam-air is
apptoachiag an asymptotic value. For steam-hydrogen, however, q in the vicinity of the

separation point continues to dectease beuuise the effect of flow deceleration is most
pronounced near the separation point. A cartful examination of the q / q, cuve for
stem-hydrogen shows this change m the a n d for x ktween 0.02 and 0.023 m. Also. it

seerns that this drop in the rate of heat transfer due to the buoyant force is relatively small

compared to the reduction caused by different properties of mixtures seen in the horizontal
plate case. Results obtained for other two fke Stream temperatures T,= 348.55 K and

T, = 393.15 K showed similar trends. For T, = 348.55 K,q / q, for the steam-air mixture
is 1.56 times p a t e r than steam-hydrogen, whiie for T,= 393.15 K,this ratio is 1.47. An

additional increase of T, caused a srnall reduction in the value of q / q, for the two
mixnues.

Presentation of the results for Fnool2-air mixtures foilows the procedure seen with

steam-hydrogen mixtures. The fmt group of results comlate the separation length to the
input parameters, and the second group gives heat transfer results for a patticuîar set of

input parametea. Generally, the results obtained for Freonl2-air mixtwes follow the

trends obtained for stem-hydrogen mixtures. Thenfore, the nsults will not be described

in as much detail as was done with the previous mixture.

6.4.1

S e p d o n Resuits for Freonl2-Air Mixhvcs

Results were obtained for tbne fiee stream temperanircs:

= 288.15 K, T,=3 15.15 K,

and T,=333.15 K. These values comspond to saturation pressures (with zero gas
concentration) of 0.5 bar, 1 bar, and 2 ban, respectively.

At each

frre stream

temperature, three values of AT were used: AT- 5K, AT = 15 K, and LIT = 30K. In

each case, the free Stream gas concentration was varied fiom IO-' to 0.6.

The procedure used to produce results related to the location of the mixture boundary
layer separatioa was exactly the same as that used for the sm-hydrogen mixtures. The
collapsing method used to eüminate the effecu of the plate inclination and fke s t r e a x ~ ~
velocity (describeci in Section 6.1) was also applied to the Freonll-air mixtures. The

limitations on u, and 0 applierl in the aaalysis of stearn-hydrogen were the same for the

analysis of Freon12 - air mixtures.

The dimensionlcss separation Iength versus W, is shown in Figures 6.22 to 6.24. Curves
in each of the figures correspond to one frce s t m m temperature. Examination of those
diagrams shows that 1curves exhibit the same trend within the range of W- tested. In
other words, as W- inincnes es*:,decreases und a minimum value is reached. after which

x,ep gradualiy increases. This trend is the same as that seen for steam-hydrogen. The rate

at which x& changes depends on AT and W, .

To c o a f i fur<her tbat the same physical professes occurreà in this case as in the stearnhydmgen case, aii four tenns in the Equatioa (6.5) werc plottcd as before and pnsented m

Figures 6.25 to 6.28. For the fim tbrec tenns: piui
the= is no change in the trend compared to steam-hydrogen. However, the magnitudes

and the rates of change are dinerent. Figure 6.28 shows that the value of pi
separation location incteases as W, incrwes up to a maximum and then decreases with

m e r inc-

in W,.

Figure 6.29. It is evident that the a n d of pi

(5).
-

( w h rcpnsents the effective

adverse pressure gradient) is a good indicator of the change in x& because an increase m
the effective pressure gradient decrrases x;' and vice versa. One nason for such a trend

lies in the srnall magnitude of the first inertia terni when cornparrd to the second inertia
term. This is not always the case. as d be seen later in the nsults for a rnercury-air

For higher values of W-,the buoyant force

mixture.

' y ) fo~m,
,ange
'Y

CL, (a

terni becornes dominant and

of t
im am

i

Figure 6.30 was obtained following the second data coUapsing procedure, dcscn'bed
earlier. It aves the variation of X;~JO"versus W, for three values of T,. Again, the

value of the exponent m is plotted on a separate figure (Figure 6.31).
examination of Figure 6.30 shows that the curves of

x~'Jam

A detailed

have a maximum and a

minimum. The changes of the sign of the dope are the mult of the chosen value of the
exponent m and the change of xie,,. The value of m, show in Figure 6.3 1, is higher for

W, les than 0.01. Between W-= 0.01 and 0.03, m reaches a minimum, then gradually
increases,which corresponds to the minimum xZep,and fuaily d#.ieases as x,

increases.

Figures 6.30 and 6.31 show overlapping of xZepJa" and rn Cumes. This is the result of
rninuninng the error during the second data coilapsing procedure. The main objective in
the procedure was to nach the d e s t relative mor between xIe, obtained using

diagrams 6.30 and 6.31 and the numeridy calculatcd value. The dative error was l a s
than 5% for W, < 0.1 and less than 10%for W-v,< 0.6. This muuis that for any of the
defined

m Figures 6.30 and 6.3 1 the approximate xiv is not more than 10% from x;'

obtained using the cornputer program. Figure 6.32 is a cornparison of the numencal and
approximate values of For a l l values of xiep for all values of T, and AT used. The good

agreement between the approximate and cornputer code predicted values of x;ep is evident

in Figure 6.32.

6.4.2

Heat T&er

Heat transfer d

t s are

Results for Fmal2-Air hligbites

again pnsented as a plot of NU,/R~;~
versus x'. In Figure

6.33 values of ~ u , / R e y are plotted for T,= 315.15 K and AT= 30 K, for four values
of W,. AU four curves approach a constant vahe at small i ,which npresents the

limitùlg case of forced convection condensation on a horizontal plate. The vahe of
N U , / R ~ ; increases
~
dong the plate with a rate which is a maximum for W,= O. At W,=
0.1, the value of NU,/R~:' bas the maximum value at x' = 1 .S. For lower values of

W-,

the curves of N%/R~:' keep increasing dong the plate until the separation occurs (no a

maximum value was detected).

Figure 6.34 shows the effect of AT on N U ~ / R ~at: ~
T,= 3 15.15 K and W,= 0.01. The
values of AT that were used are 5 K, 15 K, and 30 K. Again, the value of NU,/R~:'
demeases as

AT increases because AT increases at a greater rate than the heat flux at the

waii. However, the heat flux increases as

AT bcreases.

Plots of 6' vernis x' are shown in Figure 6.35. AU c w e s show an increase in the film

thickness along the plate. DiEerences in 5'

aie

almost aegtigt'ble for W,< 0.01, except

near the separation location. At W, = 0.1, the film is thinna but with almost the same rate

ofincreasewith ;as

for W-<0.01.

Figures 6.36 and 6.37 are plots of the gas concentration at the interface almg the plate.

In Figure 6.36 the effect of different W- on Mf cm k seen. It is intensting to observe
that

is constant at small values of x' ,which again conesponds io the hniting case of

forced convection condensation on a horizontal plate, and then increases along the plate at
a rate which is higher for lower W-.Figure 6.37 shows the effwt of AT on

and W_are constant An iacrease in AT causes an increase in

y

while I,

y which is independent of

x' for the horizontal force convection limit. At higher values of x'

, y increases above

the forced convection value with similar bebavior seen in al1 three cases.

The iiquid f i h Reyn01ds number normalized with the local Reynolds number is plotted in
Figure 6.38 versus x' for four values of W- betwcm O and 0.1. Again the W, = O was
included in order to provide a dahim. The diagram shows that the value of ~ e , / ~ e y ~
changes more rapidly for d e r W- . At the limiting case of the forced-convection

condensation on a horizontal plate, the value of ~ e , / k becornes
~'
constant with respect

FoUowing the calculation procedurc applicd in the previous two sections,wsdts obtained

for mercury-air mixtures are pnsented m this &on.

As earîier, the first group of results

shows the dimensiodess separation length, and the second gives the heat transfer and
some nlated r d t s for a pKticular set of input parameters. Typical velocity, gas
concentration and temperature profiles dong the plate and at the separation location are
also given.

The prof&

shown are typical of the d t s for ail three vapor-gas

combinations.

6.5.1

Sepamtion Results for Merctuy-Air MWwes

Results were obtained for three ike meam temperaturcs: T,= 666.67 K.

2 =7SO K and

I,= 880 K. Those temperatures conespond to a total system pressure (with zero gas
concentration) of 2 bar, 6 bar and 25 bar. The fne stream gas concentration was veed

from 10"

to 0.4.

A narrower range of W, was used in this case because of the signifiant

CPU t h e that was nquind for calctiiations with higher gas concentrations and because

the rlected range covers the main ffeatms of the curves. Foiiowing the same procedure

d e s c n i for steam-hydrogen, curves of x ; ~ versus

were plotted. For three fne

saeam ternperatures, the rcsults are shown in Figures 6.39 to 6.41. h m those figures it

can be seen that all the cums exhiit the samt trends. U d k the previously desnibed
trends, in this case incrcasiag

at low values (up to appmximately 10") incrrases x ; ~

until it reachcs a maximum value, after whicb x;

gradualiy demases ta a minimum. At

higher values of W, (above 0.2). the value of x ; ~inmases again.

In aii the mercury-air cases studied, as

decreases. The value of W- for wwhich the curves have a maximum generaily

then @dIy
dec-es

approaches zero, xiq a h e s a maximum and

as

and AT decnase. For example, at T,= 666.67 K and AT= 5.55 K, x ; ~

has a maxixnum at

W-= S X 104, while at T,= 880 K and AT= 30 K x:,

maximumat W,= 25 x

bas a

IO-^.

In order to make sure that physicaily unrrasonable phenornena did not occur. an
examination of some important parameters at the liquid-mixture interface was made over a

large number of cases. Figures 6.42 ta 6.47 show the change of 6 , 4,&,
q / q,

for

= 666.67 K, ,T = 661.1 1 K, and

u,

y,

and

= 0.03 mls. The values of aU the

parameters were plotted venus the distance dong the plate. and eafh c w e shows the real
(dimensional) separation distance. The value of W- was varied 6mm 6 x 10" up to
5 x 1oe3. At

W-= 5 x 1O-' , the separation distance har a maximum value. Values of

W'=

9.64 x IO-' and

ti+"

W,= 1.455 x 105

were chosm because they gave the same

separation location on the plate. When observeci separately, ail the parameters change

monotonicaliy with W, . huchemore, each change bas an expbcicd and reasonable trend.

Figure 6.42 shows the change of the licpid film thickness almg the plate. hacashg the
îyee smam gas concentration teduccd the condensation rate, and the liquid nIm thickness

decrrased, which is an expected trend. The change of the interface velocity aiong the
plate is shown in Figure 6.43. It cm be o b s e ~ e dthat as W- incteases, c+ decreases.
hiring that moaotonic decrease in ui. however, the separation distance first increases,
and then decreases. The change of the mass flux,
6.44. The graph shows a decrease of

at the interface is s h o w in Figure

with an increase of W, as expected. Figures

6.45 and 6.46 show the change of interface gas concentration and temperature.
respectively. Both plots show that

y and

changes are monotonie and that there are no

unexpected khaviors. Fmdy, Figure 6.47 shows the change h

g the plate of the

nomalized heat flux at the waü. The heat flux demeases both with inc~asedW- and
aiong the plate. Those two trends are typical for condensation in the presence of a

noncondensable gas. Therefore, the results shown in Figures 6.42 to 6.47 indicate that
there are no physically uareasonable phenornena that occur when W, is changed that
0

could correspond to a maximum in x,.
exhibiteci change in

These trends provide no explanation for the

*:,. In addition, i t should be ernphasizad that further checks were

perfomed to c o n f i that the momenhun balance within the mixture boundary layer was
satisfied for any contd volume as well as for a set of control volumes at any station.

An explanation for the existence of the maximum

<

um be obtained by calcuiating the

four terms m Equation (6.5) and plotting them vernis distance h

g the plate. That was

done for T,= 880 K, 1,-850 K,u,= 0.03 ds,and û = O. The gas concentration was
varied from 0.001 to 0.4.

(arIi

Figure 6.48 shows the variation of piui

(tenn 1 in Equation(6.5)) with x. The rate at

which this tena inmeases as Wmdecreases is signiIicant. For a change in Wmfkom 0.1 to

0.4, this tenn changes h m 1.05 to 0.15. whiïe for W- between O and 0.001 it changes

from 300 to 30. This rate of change at very low values of W, appears to be only a
characteristic of a mercuy-air mixture because the values seen for the other mixnues
studied are much lower.

Figure 6.49 shows the variation of p,vi

(term 2 in Equation (6.5)) with x.

The

vertical scale was adjusted again so that oniy the region around zen, was shown. The

value of p,vi($)

changes in the rame way as it did for steam-hydrogen and FrconlZ-air.
i

in other words, as the gas concenrration increases, the magnitude of this term decreases.

The behavior of term 3 in Equatioa (6.5) is show m Figure 6.50. The characteristic
behavior which was not seen beforc is the high rate at which diis term increases m

magnitude as W- V,t increases h m zero.

This mans that addmg a small gas

concentration, for example W,= 0.001, decnases the mixture dcnsity at the interface such

that the buoyant force at the interface reaches a magnitude which changes ody a few
percent if gas concentration m e r increases to 0.1. Other than the high rate of change of
this tem, Figure 6.50 exhibits the same increase in magnitude and subsequent decreases as

seen for the other mixtures studied.

Figure 6.51 shows the change dong x of pi

(X

(term 4 in Equation (6.5)) calculated

)i

using the f ~ t difference
e
approximation. For a mercury-air mixture,increasing W, h m
10" to 0.002 results in a decrease of the second derivative at the interface. This means

that regardless of the higher condensation rate or the larger suction velocity, the infîuence
terni is signilican~ More p k s e l y , as W
. approaches zero, the fkst

of the f~~u,[$)
i

inenia terni (tenn 1) grows at the rate which is large enough to rcduce the influence of the
term. This behavior causes the effective adverse pressure gradient to increase

p,vi($)
i

at the separation locations. This trend is fundamentally different from the trends observed

with the two other vapor-gas combinations.

6.52 was plotted. From the figure we can see that
10" to 0.002 (region I

(pI

- pi)

in the figue).

xi'

increases as W, increases h m

At the same

($Ii
-

tim pi

decreases and

inmases. OverallTthe effective adverse pressure gradient at the separation

location was denmd by the sum of term 1 and term 3. Within region 1 the buoyant terni

(tenn 3) increases (which increases the effective pressure gradient), but the rate at which
this term increases is lower than the rate at which the fmt inertia term decreases. Because

of the trend in these two ternir, the vdue of Fi(%)

ay

nom Figure 6.49 it can be seen that curves of p,vi

decreases in region 1. Further.
i

(3,

for W- = O and W- = 0.00 1 have

approximately the same slope, which suggests that the &ase

in this term (term 2) was

not significaut betwccn these two cases of different gas concentrations. Because of the

small changes in the value of p,vi

and because of the decrease in the combined sum

of terms 1 and 3, the value of the separation length incrwes within region 1.

The intervai of W- between 0.002 and 0.2 (denoted as region 2 in the figure) shows a very

gradua1 decrease of pi

, while at

the sarne time the value of xiw deCrrares

(t)i
-

considerably. This may k explauied by the change of pivi
W-

TOT dBemt vaiues of

in ias region. Figure 6.49 shows that the magnitude of this tem decreases more

rapidiy as W- increases- Since the rate of change of the two other te-

a very small change in the value of pi

a decrease

in pivi

(1 and 3) causes

, the decrease in xi' was primarily caused by

as W- increases. In other words. reùucing suction velocity

increases the curvature of the velocity profile aiong the plate.
parameten in this region indicates that the value of pi

cannot be directly correlated to the x"

(c)
-

at e.

The variaiions of
sepration lacation

because of the effect of tem 2.

The change of 1parameters in region 3 has the sarne fom as &ose seen with the other
two mixtures at high gas concentration.

Results of the second data collapsing procedure are shown in Figures 6.53 and 6.54. The

fim figure shows tbe vaiues of X ~ ~ plotted
J ~ "versus W,. Using these results aiong with
the exponent m plotted in Figure 6.54, it is possible to estimate the separation distance for

given ranges of T,,Mand W,. Restrictions on 0 and u, deeed in Section 6.2 are also
applicable m this case. The error introduced by taking the averaged m and x;'/am is l a s
than 6%for the whole range of

W- and for aU thrce values of T, compareci to the x ; ~

obtaincd numericaiiy. A cornparison of approximatcd x;@ and numcrically obrained

is plottcd in Figure 6.55 for all vaiues of

xi',

x:'

which wexe used in the p r d u r e for

collapsing the data Again, the specifîc heat used to caicdate Jakob number was evaluated
at the reference temperature (Equation 6.3), and the latent heat of vaporization was
evduated at the interface temperanue.

6.5.2

Velocity, Temperature and Gas Concentration RoWes

Figures 6.56 to 6.58 show typical profües for u, T and W across the mixture boundary
layer. The numbered curves show the proNa at particular locations dong the plate. The

profîles for T and W are typical for a vapor-noncondensable gas mixture boundary layer,

while velocity profiles are characteristic of a vapor-lighter gas mixture boundary layer.
Figure 6.56 shows that as the distance dong the plate incrcases. the velocity gradient at
the interface decreases util it becornes quai to zero at the sepration location. Since the

velocity gradient is dso zero at the froe s o u i m , an innection point exists ktween the
interface and free Stream.

This kind of profile (profile 4 in Figure 6.56) is the

characteristic proNe for a boundary layer flow with an adverse pressure gradient (Chang,

IWO). The vaiues of T and W at the interface show very Iittie change dong x in the cases

plotted In this respect they are not t y p i d of the other mixtures (for example. Figure 6.18
and 6.36).

Heat TtPUlSfer R d t s for Mercury-Air Mirturcs

6.53

The variation of Nu, I Re:2

versus x

presented for T,= 666.67 K, T,,=

is plotted in Figure 6.59. The muits are

636.67 K and four Merent values of W, . In ail four

cases the c w e s approach the Iùniting case of horizontal forced convection condensation

at low values of y . For W,= 0, the rate of heat transfer increases as

X*

incrrases, as

reflected by the magnitude of Nu, / ~ e r .For higher values of W-,the curve of
Nu, / '
:eR

remains fairly flat at the limiting value for horizontal forced convection

condensation. In the vicinity of the separation point, the value of Nu, / '
.
e
R
decrease for

W, 2 0.01, acaially dropping the value of Nu, I

starts to

~ e ?k l o w the limiting

case of horizontal forcecl convection condensation. Generaiiy, the small change of

Nu, /

Rey dong the plate is characteristic of liquid mtals oniy, whiie the decrease in

the vicinity of the separation point for higher values of W- is the nsult of the adverse
pressun gradient.

Figure 6.60 shows the effect of AT on Nu, /
can k observed that the increase of

AT

at

T,= 666.67 K and W-= 0.0 1.

It

does not change the trend shown in Figure 6.59.

nie magnitude of Nu, / Rey2decrwes with incrrasing of AT due to sarne nasons
describai regarding coadensation of stem-hydrogen.

Figures 6.6 1 to 6.63 show the changes with x' of the dimensioniess liquid film thickaess,

the gas concentration at the interface,and Re, / ~ e y AU
~ parameters
.
follow the expected

trends. A cornphson with similar d
the change in 6' with

a obtained for the other two mixtures shows that

W, is much more pronounced for mercury-air. Also, the gas

concentration at the interface (Figure 6.62) and Re, l ~ e ?(FQure 6.63) for metcury-air
are nearly unchangeci with x'rmlike the behavior of the other two rnixms where the
changes of these two parameters were considerable dong x'

.

w,

Figure 6.6: Dimensionless separation length for a steam - hydrogen mixture, T
, = 393.15 K
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Chapter 7
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The influeuœ of a iighter gas on lamina,film condensation on a vertical or inclined plate

has becn presented for sttam-hydrogen, Freonl2-air and mercury-au mixtures. The

physicai mode1 was described with two sets of the complete boundary layer equations for
the Iiquid 5 and the mixture. A finite volume methocl was applied in the solution

procedure. Results were focused on the mkturr boundary layer separation and on the
change in the rate of heat transfer due to the presence of a lighter noncondensable gas. By
applying two simple collapsing procedures, the number of independent parameten was
reduced. It was found that dependence on the fne Stream velaiity and the plate
inclination caa be eliminated by introducing the dimnsionless separation length,

xi'.

Also, a reasonably good approximation was obtained introducing the Jakob number,

which enabled presentation of the results in a more concise form. This second collapsing

procedure produced the results in x;' that are within 10%compareci to the xi' obtained
nurnerically. The results related to the separation distance are summarized in two graphs
for each vapmgas combination, which can k used to estimate the separation location for
a specified range of input parameters.

The three main factors that affect the separation distance are the buoyant force and the

two inertia terms in the momentum equation for the mixture boundary layer. The buoyant
force is the result of a density Merence across the mixture laya. It was found that the

this force ceaches a maximum value over the fne stnvn gas concentration range studiad

Further incrcasing of W- d u c e s the buoyant force. which extends the separation
location. For very low gas concentration the buoyant force bccomes insigainaint due to
the very smell density diffkrence between the interface and the free strcam. The inertia

term which includes the v-velocity is always negative at the interface and it increases the

separation distance. In most cases this term is signifïcant dong the plate except in the
vicinity of the separation point where it becornes quai to zero. The influence of the other
inertia t e m (due to the film interface velocity acceleration), depends on the vapor-gas
mixnire. Computations show that this term had a fundamentaily different effect on x,

for

srnail values of W. in the case of mercury-air compared with the other two mixtures. This

tem changes, however, with W- in the same way for all thne vapor-gas combinations.

The inertia tenns and the buoyant term change, in general. dong the plate at a rate that
depends on the fke Stream gas concentration. The combineci effect of aii thtee tenns
determines the separation distance.

In te-

of heat tramfer for small values of W. the change of the Nu, /

el^ almg x'

is

similar to the case of a vapor-heavier gas mixture under sùnilar conditions. The essential
difference betwem the cases of lighter and heavier gas on Nu, I

~ e becornes
r evidcnt in

the Vicinity of the separation point for higher values of a gas concentration. New that

If2

point, the value of Nux / Re,
demases sharply.

for the lighter gas case naches a maximum and then

This was directly comlated

to the deceleration of the mixture

b
u
n
w layer , which reduces the rate of heat transfer to the waü. As x' appmaches
zero, the velue of Nu, /

FkC2 asymptoticaiiy appmaches a constant value.

which

corresponds to the limiting case of pure forced convection condensation on a horizontal

plate. Tbis khavior is typid of ail vapor-gas combinations that were consiâered and for
aii values of

W,. The changes of other parameters sucb as gas concentration at the

interfixe, iiquid film thickness and the nIm Reynolds number (nomalized with the local

Reynolds oumber) are not qualitatively Mennt fiom those seen during condensation h m
a mixture with a heavier noncon&nsable gas.

7.2

Observations RegPrdiiig the Stpam-Hydrogen Mixture

A characteristic of the separation point results for this mixture is that x ; , ~keeps increasing

as W, approaches zero. The reason for this was found to be due to the srnail magnitude
I well i.in a srnail rate! at which this term increases as

of

W- approaches zero.

i

This suggests that there is no other term which cm counter the effect of the p,v,

(:)i

tem. The other part of the x;' venus W, curves. for higher values of W-,follows the

trend of the change of

&, whicb û common for ail thnc mixtures:

minimum and then ïncreasing.

decreasing to a

A comparison of the axial change of qd/q,

for stcam-air and steam-hydrogen on a

horizontal plate shows that the value of q,/q,

for steam-hydrogen is 33% lowcr than

that for steam-air. The detrimentai e f f a of a lighter gas (hydrogen) is even more
pronwnced on a vertical plate. due to the buoyant force. The rate of change of qd/qo

showed that the effwt of the buoyant force a p p e a ~to be the highest near the separation
location where the rate of q,/q,

starts to inacase

m magnitude, uniîke the rate for

steam-air which asymptotically approaches wo.

7.3

Observations Regardhg the Freoal2-Air MMme

Qualitatively, a comparison of the results obtained for Freoul2-air mixture with those

obtained for stem-hydrogen mixture does not show a signincana ciifference. The vaiue

of x:, keeps increasing as W, is reduced, wbile for higher values it foilows the pattern
seen in other two mixtures,

A maximum value of Nu, / ~ e was
y ~detected for W,= 0.1 while for lower gas

concentration, and for pure vapor condensation. the values of Nu, I ~e:' keep inaeasing
dong the plate, which is simila. to the change of vapor-heavier gas heat transfer
coefficient. The ratio ktween the normalized Nusselt nurnber for W,= O and W,= 0.1 at
the sepamion location is more than five, which indicates the strong detrimental effect of a
lighter gas compareci to a pure vapor condensation.

7.4

Observations Regardhg the Metcury-Air Mixhne

The most outstanding feature relateà to a metcuy-air rnixntn is the decnase of

xi'

as

W, appmaches zero. Aithough the buoyant force is ahost zero and the second inertia
term (which includes the suction velofity) becornes large as W- approaches zero, both the

a(i):-

rate at which piui

of x>.

inmases and its magnitude are large enough to reduce the value

This effect was fouad to k primary mason for the decrease in x;ep as W_

approaches zero. Inis behavior is the opposite of the behavior seen for other two
mixtwes.

The local Nusselt number (normaiized with the local Reynolds number) changes very linle
except when W_=O and in the vicinity of the separation point This small change occured
only for liquid metals. m e r parameten of interest uicluding dimensionless film thickness,
gas concentration at the interface and Re, I ~ e ? ,aiso showed very îittle change dong the

plate.

In order to investigate fiuther the effcct of inertia ternis on separation during the liquidmetal vapor condensation it would be useful to set up a new vapor (iiquid metal)-lighter
gas combination. The calculation done on dl three mixtures showed that al1 characteristic

phenomena related to the mixnire boundary layer separation were noticeable on all total
pressure levels that were used in this work, so it is sufncient to choose the total pressure
range between 0.5 bar and 2 bars. Howevcr

it is very important to vazy the gas
4

concentration over a wi& range (for example. between 10

and 0.5 or higher). The

criterion for the lower value of f k e stnam velocity should k the magnihide of the value
of x
.,

or as an alternative, the deviation of x ; ~h m its constant value. No standard

recommendations related to the grid parameter or convergence criteria caa k made
because those parameters are highly dependent on the panicuiar vapor-gas mixture üsed.

One of the limitations of the solution procedure is slow convergence particuiarly at the
higher values of W,. A coupling between the momentum equations and the gas
conservation equation, or between aii govening equations could improve convergence

and d u c e CPU tirne.

The present model is based on lamiDar hcondensation and it is Limited to small fne
Stream velocities. D e M g a new model for turbulent flow would offer much greater

opportunity in m e r investigations.
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APPENDIX A

A.l Introduction

The properties of vapors and gases which were used in the andysis are specifïed in this
appendix. Eacb property, for eithcr vapor or gas. was Qtfmeâ in the computer program in
the fomi of a subroutint with standardized input-output parameters so that the main
program does not have to k modifieci if a differctlt set of vapor-gas properties are used.

In this work the prefernd refemces for properties were tbose which contained ail vapor
or gas propenies. For stcam and air, correlations provided by Inrine and Liley were used
to define the following: steam saturation temperature and pressure, latent heat of
vaporization of steam, liquid density, and all the air properties. Foiiowing Chin (1995), a
linear interpolation with property table values was used to evaluate the specific heat,

thesmal conductivity, and viscosity of steam. Mercury vapor and liquid propertïes were

taken From Kakac et al. (1987) and the data in tabulated fom were fitted using the least
square methad. Properties for Freonl2 were found in Beaton et al. (1989), and the same
method was used to fit tabulated data as used for mercury properties. Hydrogen

properties were obtained from Incropera and DeWitt (1985).

Mixtures properties,

calculateci from the vapor and gas properties, are defmed at the end of the appendix.

The parameters that are important for the cakulation procedure as weii as for the
evaluation of some properties are: free stmm pressure and partiai pressures of vapor and
gas. Making the assumption that the vapor is at saturation state at the free Stream, it is

possible to calculate the frre Stream pressure for given W, and T,:

Assuming that the frre stream pressure is the total system pressure and that it is constant
a m u the mixture! boundary layer, the partial pnsswes of gas and v a p r for any gas

concentration W were dculatcd h m :
r

and

A 3 Water Roperties
Molecuiar weight: M, = 18.0 15 kg I km01

Saturation Temperature, Pressure and Pressure Grsdient of Steam
Source: Irvine and Liley (1984), page 21

Saturation temperature as a hnction of saturation pressure is given by:

where constants A, B,and C are given for two pressun or temperature ranges:

C = 4.152578 x 102

C = -0.948654 x 10'

Although an expression for ,
P as a fiuiction of T
, was given in the same source, an
inverse of Equation (A.1) was used to calculate ,
P because it gives a unique pair of ,
P

and T
,
.

The quation which is used to calculate ,P

is:

where constants A, B,and C are the same as kfore.

The pressure derivative

with respect to the temperature was obtained fiom Equation

(A.2).

Latent Heat of Vaporization
Source: M

e and Liley (1984), page 23

The equation was given for the tempera-

where:

range: 273.16 K S T c 6473 K

E(5) = -6.02884
Steam Dcnsity
Sieam was

considmd to be an ideal gas, and the ideal gas equation of state was used to

calculate àensity:

where:

P, is the partial pressure of the vapor

R = 8 3 145 W h o l K is universal gas constant

Steam Vkosity, Thermal Conductivity and Specific Eeat

Source: Incropera and DeWitt (1985). page 774

TO evaluatt p,, kv

and Cp, at the arbitrary temperature within given range, a linear

interpoiation was used. It was assumed that p,, k, and Cpvare ai the saturation values.

Table A.1: Saturated water vapor properties
T,
CL,
k.
cp.
( ~ l m ~ x 1 0 ' (k~kg~)
)
(pasx1o6)
(KI

I

Table A. 1:Saturated water vapor properties(continued)
T,
I
Cr,
I
k"
1 CP.

I

I

Table A. 1: Saturated water vapor properties(continued)
T,
Cr"
k"
(~asx10~)
(WfmKx10~)
(K)
(WBrgIQ
610.0
24.1
103.O
11.1
27.0
625.0
121.0
18.3
630.0
28.0
130.0
22.1
635.0
30.0
141.0
27.6
640.0
32.0
155.0
42.0
645.0
37.0
178.O
l.Oe+lO
647.3
45.0
238.O
l.Oe+lO

.

Source: Innne and Liley (1984), page 22
Temperature range: 273.16K S T, S 6473K

where:

T, = 647.3 - T,
647.3

LiquM (Water) Viiosîty, Thermai Conductivity ond Specific Heat
Source: Incropera and DeWin (1985),page 774

To evaluate p,, k, and Cp,at temperature T, a

k a r interpolation was used and

properties were asnuiled to be at the saturation values.

Table A.2: Saîurated iiquid water pmpcrties
T,
I
CL,
I
5

I

CR

I

Table A.2: Sanirated liquid water pmperties (continued)
T,
CL"
kv
I ci

I

I

I

A 3 Airhperties

Molecular weight: M, = 28.97 kg / h

l

Air Density
Air is consiâereà to be an ideal gas, and its density was cdculated using:
(A. 1O)

where P, is partial pressure of the gas.

Air Viscosity
Source: h i n e and Liley (1984), page 113

Temperature range: 250R 5 T S 600K

The expression for viscosity is given in the polynomial form:
(A. 11)

Temperature range: 250K S T d lOSOK

The expression for thermal conductivity is aven as foilow:
(A. 12)

Specific Heat
Source: Irvine and Liley (1984), page 97

Temperaturc range: 250K S T S 200K

The expression for specific heat is given in the polynomial fom:
(A. 13)

where:

AA Me-

Pmperties

Molecular weight: M, = Z0O.S 1 kg I knol

Saturation Temperature of Metcwy
Source: Kakac et ai. (1987). page 22-19

Temperature range: 260K 5 T 5 lOûûK
Saturation temperature as a function of saturation

where:

given

Saturation Ressiire of Merury
was caiculated using the Newton-Raphsoa root scarch of

Saturation pressure of me-

Equation (A.14). as pnsented by Chin (1995). For a given T
, an initial guess of Pm was
found using a polynomial expression, and tbat vaiue was used as the initial value in the
Newton-Raphson root search. The plynomiai expression for the ,
P as a function of T,
was defined as:

3

where:

a

= 1000x 4(N)
Nil

Introducing variables y =

1
sur

1
and x = Ldg,O(P!)
Equation (A. 14) can be Mtten as

Tm

1OOO

follows:
(A. 16)

The fmt derivative of f with respect to x is:

For aven value of T, the value of xo, was caiculated using Equation (A.15). A new
value of x was obtained from:
(A. 18)

If the two values of x were different then x,, was replaceci by x,

and the iteration was

ûnce the valut of x was obtaineâ with satisfactory accuracy, pressure was calculateci

hm:

Cornparison of tabulaîed and calculateci data for Pm is given in the tabk below.

Table A.3: Saturatedpressure of mercury
T
, (0 I P,(~w
P,(&)
1 tabulated 1 tabulateci 1 calcdated

I

1

1

96 errorof
calculatexi P_.

1
1

Mercury Saturation Cune Derivative
Saturation pressure derivative was obtained h m Equation (A-14). Because the pressure

gradient was given in Pa / K,the expression for derivative was multipiied by 106:

Latent Heat of Vaporization of MerSource: Kakac et al. (1987), page 22-19
Temperature range: 260K 5 T, 5 1ûûûK
An approximate expression for latent heat is given in the polynomial form:

where:

Cornparison ktween tabulated and computed values of latent heat are given in the
following table.

Table A.4: Latent heat of vaporization of mercury
T(K)
hh w k g )
hfi(km)

I

I

I

96 error of

I

Mercury Vapor Density
Mercury vapor is considered to be an ideal gas, and the ideal gas equation of state was
used to calculate density:

where P, is the partial pmsure of the mercury vapot

Mer-

Vapor Viscosity

Source: Kakac et al. (1987), page 22-20
Temperatun range: 260K 5 T i lOOOK

An approximate expression (least square cuve fit) for viscosity is given as foiIow:

wherc:

Mercury Vapor Thermal Conductivity
Source: Kakac et al. (1987).page 22-20

Temperature range: 260R 5 T S 1000K

An approximate expression for therd conductivity is given in the polynomial fom:

where:

Mercury Vapor Spcdec Heat
Source: Kakac et al. (1987), page 22- 19

Temperature range: 260K S T d lOOOK
An approximate expression (ieast square c w e fit) for specifc heat is given in the fonn:

where:

Liquid Mercury Density
Source: Kakac et al. (1987), page 22-19

Temperature range: 400K 5 T i lOOOK

An approxllnate expression for the Iiquid mefcury density is given in the polynomid form:

where:

Liquid Mercury Viscosity
Source: Kakac et ai. (1987),page 22-20

Temperatwe range: 260K S T d 1000K
An approximate expressioa for the iiquid mnn>ry viscosity is given in the polynornid

form:

where:

Liquid Mercury Thermal Cond~ctivity
Source: Kakac et al. (1987), page 22-20

An approximate expression for the iiquid me-

where:

thermal conductivity is given in the

Liquid Mercury Speciflc Heat
Sounu: Kakac et al. (1987), page 22-20

Temperature range: 260K 5 T 5 1000K
An appmximate expressioa foi the liquid mefcury specific heat is given m the polynomial

form:

where:

A S FreonU Propecties
Molecular weight: M, = 120.92 kg / h

l

Saturation Temperature of Freonl2
Source: Beaton and Hewitt (1989). page 186

Temperature range: 244K 5 T i 384K
Saturation temperature as a hinction of saturation pressure is given by:

where:

Saturation Fmsure of Freonl2
Saturation pressure of F m n l 2 was calculateci using the same algorithm as for rnercury.
ûniy the coefficients are different.

4

where:

a =1
0
0
0
z4(N)
N=1

Inaoducing variables y =

1
F
,
rat

1
andx = L4g,0(pw) Equation (A.30) was written as:

Tm

1000

The fmt derivative offlx) with respect to x is:
3

f (x) =

ç (N-l)A(N) xN-'
Nt2

For given value of Tm,the value of x,,

was calculated ushg Equation (A.3 1). A new

value of x was obtained frorn:

The iterative procedure was rcpeated tmtil the relative error, which is defineci as

accuracy, pressure was calculated h m :

Cornparison of tabulated and calcutated &ta for ,
P is given in table beiow.

Table A.5: Saturatted pressure of Freon 12
T, ( K )
(@a)
P,W@
tabdated 1
tabulated
caiculated

ea

P

I
1

1

calculateci ,
P

Freonl2 Saturation Curve Derivative
Saturation pressure derivative was obtained from Equation (A.3 1). Because the pressure
gradient was given in Pa / Kythe expression for derivative was multiplied by 106:

Latent Heat of Vaporization of Fnonl2

Source: Beaton and Hewitt (1989), page 186
Temperature range: 244K L T S 384K
An approximatc expression for latent heat is given in the polynomial form:

wherc:

The cornparison between tabulated and cornputed values of latent heat are given in the
following table.

Table A.6: Latent heat of vaporization of Freonl2
I;(O
hfiwk)
hh w k g )
1 tabulated 1 tabulaud 1 caicdated

I

l

I

% error of

I

1 calculateci h, 1

Freonl2 vapor is considered to k an ideal gas, and the ideal gas equation of state was
used to calculate density:

where Pv is the partial pressure of the Fm1112vapor

Source: Beaton and Hewia (1989), page 186

Ternpcratutt range: 244K S T S 384K
An approximateexpression for viscosity is given in the polynorniai form:

where:

F m n U Vapor Thermai Conductivity
Source: Beatoa and Hewin (1989). page 186

Temperature range: 244K 5 T S 384K
An approXiMste expression for thetmal conductivity is given in the fom:

Source: Beaton and Hewitt (1989), page 186

Temperature range: 24411: 5 T i 384K
An approximate expression for specific heat is giwn as:

where:

Liquid Freonï2 Density
Source: Beaton and Hewitt (1989). page 186

Temperature range: 244K S T S 384K
An approximate expression for the iiquid Freonl2 density is given as:

where:

Liquid F n w l 2 Viscosity

Source: Beaton and Hewitt (1989). page 186

An approximate expression for the liquid Freonl2 viscosity is given in the fom:

Liquid Fmnl2 T h e d Conductivity
Source: Beaton and Hewitt (1989), page 186

Temperature range: 244K S T S 384K
An appmxùnate expression for the liquid F m n l 2 thermal wnductivity is given in the

where:

LiqPki FrewU Specioc Heat
Source: Beaton and Hewitt (1989), page 186

Temperature range: 244K d T S 384K
An approxhate expression for the iiquid FreonlZ specific heat is given as:

where:

A.6 Hydmgen Ropetties

M o l d a r weight: MM,
= 2.016 kg / h

l

Hydrogen Dendty
Hydrogen is considered to be an ideal gas, and density was calcuiated using:

where P, is the paniai pressure of the gas.

Source: Incropera and DeWitt (1985), page 769
Temperature range: lOOK S T S 2000K
An approximate expression (least square!curve fit) for the viscosity is given as:

where:

Source: Incropera and DeWitt (1985). page 769
Temperature range: lOOK S T S 2000K

An approxirnate expression Oeast square curve fit) for thermal conductivity is given as:

SpeciEc Heat
Source: Incropera and DeWitt (1985), page 69

Temperature range: lOOK 5 T S 2000K

An approxirnate expression (least square curve fit) for specific heat is given as:

w here:

A.7 Mixture Properües

Dlfhision Coefflckntfor a Mercusy-Air Mixture
Source: Reid et ai. (1977), Equatioa (11-32)

where:

a, = 2969 A, from Appendix C, page 678 of Reid et al.
O

a, = 3.711A , Erom Appendix C,page 678 of Reid et al.
R is diffusion collision integrai, dimensionless,defmed by:

k= 1.3805 x 10-16ergsK, Boltzman's constant
E

=

JE,
the characteristic energy, Equation (1 1-3.4) of Reid et al.

e, / k = 750 K ,from Appendix C,page 678 of Reid et al.
&,

/

k = 78.6 K. from Appendix C,page 678 of Reid et al.

Dinosioa Coefficientfor a FreonU-Airand Steam-Hydrogen mixture
Source: Reid et al. (1977). Equation (1 14.1)

where v is the atomic diffusion volume. From table 11-1 on page 554 of Reid et al.:
20.1, air
vg

= {707. hydmgen

VV

= 12.7,

{

114.8, Freon
stem

Mixture Density
Mixture density was calculated as a sum of the vapor and gas densities:
P = P" + P,

Mixture Vicosity
Mixture viscosity was calculated following the procedure used by Chin(1995):

where:

Mixhue thexmai conductivity was calcuiatedfoiiowing the procedure useü by Chin(1995):

where:

MUrtun Specific Heat

MU<=

thermal conductivity was calcuiated foliowing the procedure useâ by Chin(1995):
Cp = WCp+

+ (1

O

W)Cpw

(AS)

Discretization and Solution of the Interface

Boundary Ekpations

Solution of Equations (3.1) to (3.7)r e m s the kwwledge of the liquid nIm thickness,
the temperature at the interface and the mass flow rate at the interface. These quaatities
were obtaind by solving the foflowing interface bowidary condition equations:

Energy Baiance Equation

Continuity ï3quation for Liquid F i

In the system,

6 was assumeci to be positive m the negative y direction.

Also, it was

assurneci that ail quaritities on the West si& of the cumnt station are b o w n h m the
previous station solution. The initial guess for the second station is desaibed m Appendix
C.

-.S

Using the substitution x = x and s( = Y Equation (B.3) can k written as

nie derivative with respect to
east and west faces

x

was appmximated m ternis of the clifference between

and it can be written in tmm of mass flow rates through cast and West fafe as

Temperature &rivatives in Equation (B.2) werc appmximatcd as foilows:

where

6, =

6 0 + 6(H)

(B-9)

2

In Equation ( ' - 7 ) a iinear temperature distribution in the liquid film is assumeci, and m
Equation (B.8) a piecewise lin= profile asswllption is used for temperahue gradient m
the vapor at the intedace. Replacing 6, by

Ri) and 6, by 6(H) in Equation (B.6) and

substituthg of Equations (B.6), (8.7) and (B.8) into Equation (8.2) gives the following

equation
AT = B@(i)12+ C6 (13 + D

where A, 8,C and D an constants d e f W as foUows:
A = k, (x, x)

+

W,l)

m+(1)

Equating (B.1) and (B.6) and solving for

gives

The initial system of equations muations (B.1) to (B.311 was nplaced by two equations
[Equations (B.10)and (B.15)]in the two unknowns

and

Ni)

. To solve for the mars

flow rate through east face of the control volume, an initial pess for velocity proNe was

used as fo~ows

Also an initial p e s s for surface temperature must be made.

Equations (B. 10) and (B.15) can be Wntten in general form as:

q = &ml

(B.17)

S(r? = f2(V

(B-18)

and combinhg these two an implicit expression can be obtained

F

z

I;i

- f,V,(G)]= O

Function F and its derivatives with respect to Fcan k written in terms of constants
A, B,C and D

The fiùn thichess derivative with ~ s p c cto
t I;- cm be obtaincd from Equation (B. 15)

Now,Equation (B.19) can be solved by Newton's iteration method as described below:
1. Guess

between ,T and T,(usu&y the interface temperature at the previous

station)

-

2. Calculate 6(i) and ds(i) using Equations(B. 15)and (B.22)

sl-

3. Caiculate F and

dF
using Equations (B.20)and (B.21)
G

F

dF

Fe

dTi

4. Calculate

= Ti - -,where F' = -

5. If

iûû r r then convergence vas obtaincd ami ~r new interface

temperature as T(i,l) = Tm. The liquid film thickness was known h m Equation

(B. 15). The convergence criterion used in this work was r = IO-^. The nurnber of

iterations needed depends on the initial guess for 5. and in the program it was iimited
to 100.

If more than 100 iteraiions were needcd for convergence. then the grid was

refwd in the input N e and the caicuiation was rrpcaied.
6. If the condition fkom step 5 is not satisfied, then

2 = T*

and steps 2 to 5 are

repeaicd until convergence is obtained.

Functions

P,(n

and dP,m were d e s c n i separately for each vapor in Appendix A.
dT

Initial Solution Field for the Second Station

The initial solution field was based on Nusselt's analysis (as d e m i k d in Müls (1992)). If
the interfacial resistance is included in the mode1 then the standard Nusselt analysis was
extended so that it includes the effect of interfacial rcsïstance. For ali threc vapor-gas

combinations used in this work the sam procedure was used. Further details of the
anaiysis are giwn in Mius (1992).

The film layer thickness was obtained by solving foîîowing equation:

where

In the Equation (C.1) the oniy unknown is 8' (or 6 ). Liquid properties were evaluated at

,T ,and mixture properties were evaluatcd at T,. Tempennire Tm comsponds to the
partial pressure of the vapor at the interface.

Equation ( C I ) can be solved by a Newton-Raphson iwative pnredure as foiiows.

M e r namuiging, Equation (C.1) kcomes

and

where

As the initial guess, 6 ' was taken to be 1, and new 8 ' was calcuiated nom:

dative error. Using the value of 10" for e ,convergence was usually obtained after 10
to 15 iterations.

If interfacial resistauce was not included, then the fiim layer thickness was calculateci using
the standard fonnula:

(C.10)

ûnce the liquïd film thickness was calculateci then velocity and temperature profiles wirhin
the Iiquid w m caiculatedas:
(C.11)

W L=)
(T - T d l h L ( j L )+

(c.12)

Within the mixture layer, velocity, concentration and temperature were initiated at:

= u,

(C. 13)

w?= w-

(C.14)

T(J> = T,

(c.15)

Equations (C.ll) to (C.15) were used for both type of caldations (with and without

interfacial resistance). The only diffcrence is the caidation procedure for the iiquid fihn

tiiickness.

